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The second annual meeting of farmer»
at the University of Maine which took
place recently proved far in advance of
the initial gathering held a year ago
Those who attended last year were back
in considerable numbers and others who
had come to have a better understanding
of the nature of this annual event camo
in force to the number of 361 as sbowo
by the list of registry which was kept.
This affords an interesting source of iu
formation, since in it was recorded the
name,
address, age and particular
branch or special lioè of farming eugaged iu by those in attendance.
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Correspondence on practical agricultural topic
Is solicited.
A lUreei all communication· lr.
ten'leU for this department to Ukmbt D.
Hammond, Agricultural Kiltor Oxford Dem
ocrat, Paris, Me.
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P.

SPEED TH*

MONDAY EVENING.

KKRICK A PARK.

scheduled in the
programme was for Monday evening and
it was evident at that time the attendMAINE.
HKTUEL,
ance was to far exceed that of last year.
Park
CEllery
Herrlck.
A Mlsoa E.
After the registration was completed
Dean Hurd assembled all in the lecture
room of the attractive and well-arranged
*"RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
new library building and Introduced Or.
Emory Fellows, president of the
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, George
who spoke on "The Duty of
University,
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
the University to Agriculture." Dr
Alton C. Wheeler.
Fellows called attention to the change
'ames S. Wright.
that had come in the past twenty year:·
in relation to the instruction aud work
&
J. H.
that is being accomplished for the aid of
„IML tVilNEERS AND StRVEYORS.
farming interests through the medium
Ue took the
.' High Street, South Parle. Maine.
of colleges of agriculture.
case of Wisconsin ami outlined the int
Telephone 111-12.
provements that had directly resulted
from the educational intiuence which
Maps and Plans made to order.
the tlriiHerlan'la ami pocket maps of 1I has there been of exceptional value in the
M
*
ea· h county ftor sale.
dairy industry. Wisconsin has became
Pui'.Uhere of the Atlas of Maine.)
a veritable hive of dairies when creameries and cheese factories dot the entire
map of the state and are of the very
highest type as regards perfection of
haudliuir of this most valuable class of
farm product of any in the eutire coun14 Main St., Norway, Me.
try. Fully OUO farmers gather annually
for a two weeks' Farmers' Week meeting each year at the Wisconsin University. Dr. Fellows declared it to be
the duty of our university to accomplish
Qis remarks
the same result for Maine
of practical information and
were full
I
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ilon. A. W. Gilman, State CommisLead sioner of Agriculture, next addressed
the meeting on the relation betweeu the
university, the department of agriculMr.
ture and the people of the state.
Gilman called attention to the aid that a
liberal education now briugs to those
securing it and spoke of the criticism

frequently made against the impracticability of the educational facili-
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Management.
The question of higher salary Is of
vital interest to every employee and the
employees in no business have the possiStable

bilities of a higher salary in their own
hands more than those in the employ of
a
teaming company. Here the em-

···;·-

Princess Virginia
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'j··
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a
ployee has the power of wearing out
ΦΦ
Vt Φ?
live machinery long before its time by |
ignorant or malicious treatment, thus
not only diminishing his employer's
profits, but eating into his capital, for
horses are the capital to a teaming comC. Ν. and Α. Μ.
pany that machinery is to a manufacturAuthors of "Gf* Lifchtnintf Conductor." "Roseing plant. On the other band, the emJ»
J»
mary In Search of a Father." Etc.
ployees have the power of judiciously
.111 COPYRIGHT. 1907. BY McCLURE. PHILLIPS 6- CO.
using the animals so as to get the maxi£
mum of work, at an expense of the
minimum of waste energy. Which one, U.... -.· ; <;>£.■.. :ά>~. ·*4Φ·'φ4Μ^έ*·^ΦΦ2°'ΦΦβ4Φ i-Φ•νΐ>Φΐ><Η·,ΦΦΦ&ΦΦΦΦ
think you, can the employer afford to
sne realThrough the gate of dreams what, in the way of a match,
pay more? The horse is so closely allied
and identified with all man's interests lies the fair land of romance in- ly expected.
"What do I expect?" echoed Virginia.
that the transactions of everyday life to which
you would travel, find- "Why, I wish for the moon—no, 1
cannot be consummated without bis
the daily mean the sun. Hut I dou't expect to
aid. The proper management and care ing welcome relief from
and control of this indispensable animal grind.
Now you are invited to get it."
is an art to be proud of. When the
"Is that a way of sayiug you never
accompany the Princess Virginia,
pleasure horses of a millionaire come in
intend to marry?"
the
that
determines
who
royal
from a couple of hours' spin in the park,
"I'm afraid it amounts to that," adeach horse is taken in charge by a train- personage who would honor her
mitted Virginia, "since there is only
ed groom as soon as the horses come to
with his hand must fall in love one man in the world I would have for
The animals are then led
a standstill.
her and woo her as any other my husband."
with
a
to
into the stables and treated
rubbing
and bandaging of limbs warranted to man would a woman.
"My dearest! A man you have let
Therefore
scare away the boldest sign of stiffness.
yourself learn to care for, a man Ικ·in
his
travels
realm,
she
incognito
neath you? How terrible! But you see
Tbey are refreshed in every way possible, and altogether treated according to meeting adventures strange and no one. I"—
a
well-tried rule. How different the
You will
"I've never seen this man. And—I'm
full of excitement.
home-coming of the weary horse that
that not 'in love* with him. That would be
with
learn
pride
pardonable
has been hauling heavy loads through
of being
the streets all day. He comes plodding the American blood in her veins too foolish, because, instead
beneath, he's far, far above me."
into bis stab'.e and in many cases is
an independence unher
allowed to go right to his stall with no gives
"Virginia, of whom can you be talkattention, where he immediately falls to heard of in the presence of kings, ing? Or is this another joke?"
eating the meal already there. This is a but most of all you will want to
Virginia blushed a little and. instead
pernicious habit. Live mechanism can know how she succeeds in her of answering lier mother's look of helpno more resist the wear and tear of conThat you will less appeal, «tared at the row of tall
stant work than can inanimate, and who bold undertaking.
that blazed along the ivy
would expect a machine to go very long
minute
of the read- hollyhocks
enjoy every
hidden garden wall. She did not speak
without proper care?
|
is assured by the verdict of for an Instant, and then she said, with
The care of the skin and coat is not a ing
who declare "The the dainty shyness of a child piuncd to
matter of smoothness or ugliness of the thousands
coat, it is merely a question of cleanliness Princess Virginia" to be a most a statement by uncomprehending eldof the skin, which is an essential to the
ers: "It isn't a joke. Nonsense, maybe,
health of the horse. Some people rea- delightful story.
yet not a joke. I've always thought of
son that, as a horse turned out to pastJ
him—for so many years I've forgotten
not !
ure does not need grooming, it is
'·
viiCTVMjw··
I' i.· :y 'yvm
when it first liegan. lie was so great,
natural and the horse should not be
so--everything that appeals to me
groomed. The necessity for grooming
How could I help thinklug about him
conies with the amount of work done
and putting him on a innlestal? Iand the kind of food given the horse
The secretions of the glande of the skin
)." said the princess; "no, there's uo idea of marriage in my uiind.
ate enormously increased by work, and
of course, only—there's no other man
I'm dashed if I do."
also the work horse must be fed nudarling child," possible after all the thoughts I've
"My
inalso
which
tritious food,
largely
man in the world."
exclaimed the grand given liini—no other
creases the secretions of the skin.
"My dear, you must tell me his
duchess, "you're imposNature must be assisted by artificial
sil»le. If any one should name."
means to remove these increased secre"What! When I've descrilwd him—alhear you!"
tions, or the pores of the skin will beneed to hear his
como clogged and the health be impair"It's he who's lmiKJSsible," the prin- most— do you still
ed. The greater the activity of the skin,
name? Well, then, I—I'm not ashamcess amended. "I'm Just trying to show
the
attention
the greater
necessary.
ed to tell. It's Leopold."
The horse in the state of nature takes you"—
"Leopold. You're talking of the emYou are so like
"Or to shock me.
his
obtain
to
the
exercise
required
only
peror of IJhaetla."
on
laxafeeds
and
he
grauduiother."
your
food,
principally
"As If it could have been any one
"That's the best compliment any one
tive diet, and as the debris of the food
and excretions of the system are carried can give me. which is lucky, as It's else."
"And you have thought of him.
the prlucess.
through the kidney·, grooming ia not
so often,"

WILLIAMSON,
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"But that's η mere fantasy. I'm serious now. darling, and I very mncli
wish you would Ik;."
"Please, I'd rather not." smiled Virginia uneasily. "Let us uot talk of the
emperor any more—and never again
You know now.
after this, mother.
That's all that's necessary, and"—
"But it's not all that's necessary.
You have put the idea into my head,
and It's not au unpleasing idea. Besides. It has evidently l>een In your

"What

hoail for a long time, and I should like
to see you happy—see you in a position
such as you're entitled to grace. You
are a very beautiful girl (there's no disguising that from you, as you know
you are the linage of your grandmother. who was a celebrated beauty), and
the l>est blood In Europe runs in your
veins. You are royal, and yet—and yet
our circumstances are such that—in
fact, for the present we're somewhat

handicapped."
"We're
beggars,"

said
Virginia,
laughing, but it was not a happy
laugh.
"Cophetua married the ltoggar maid,"
the grand duchess reminded her, with
"And, you
elaborate
playfulness.
know, all sorts of things have happened in history—uinch stranger than
any one would dare put In liction if
writing of royalties. My dear husband
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Λ1
sure·!

will prove to be of great
value and indispensable to
those who inteud to become tiliers of
the soil or to engage in any of the industrial pursuits. The need of a special
training in agricultural and industrial
I
lines is becoming more aud more recognized. If country life is to be made as
efficient as possible, more instruction in
agriculture must be giveu iu the country
ary course, it

HOLLISTER S

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agevt,
Portland, Me.

Cord Wood,

practical

wretched, commonplace girl,
with stick out teeth, peYhaps, or no lig-

ure and no idea of the way to wear her
clothes or do her hair.
But she swallowed hard and clinched her fingers under the voluminous
letter about Dandy Dlnmout. "Oh, so
our friend Is going to lie married?" she

was second cousin once removed to the
German emperor, though lie was treated— But we mustn't speak of that. The
subject always upsets me. What I
was leading uj> to is this—though there
may be other girls who fioin a worldly

remarked lightly.
"That deitends," replied the grand
duchess, laughing mysteriously, with a
catch lu her voice as If she had l>eeu a
nervous girl—"that depends. You must
But, no: I won't tease you.
guess.
My dear, my dear, after Dai's letter,
coming, as It has come, In the midst of
Biich a conversation. I shall be a firm
t>eliever in telepathy. This letter on its
way to us must have put the thoughts
Into our minds and the words on our
tongues. It may l»e that the emperor
of Rhaetla will marry; It may not. for.
my sweet, beautiful girl. It depends

upon—you."

All the letters dropped from Virginia's lap—dropped and fluttered to the

grass slowly, like falling rose leaves.
Scarcely knowing what she did, she
L-lasped her hands over the young bosotu, shaken with the sudden throbbing
of her heart. Perhaps such a betrayal
af feeling hy a royal maiden decorously sued (by proxy) for her hand
was scarcely correct, but Virginia had
no thought for rules of conduct as laid
ilown fur her too often by her mother.
"He
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We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.

healthy, vigorous,

money-making

con-

It is for this reason that no
go<>d cow should be sold as a canner for a
price many times below her actual value
if she were given an opportunity that is
easily withiu the reach of every owner
of a cow, whether she be a grade or a
pure bred. Neglecting this opportunity,
many thousands of dollars have been
lost by disposing of such animals when
they could have been saved by an expenditure equal to the annual interest
were valued.
on the price at which they
For the above reasons it would be wise
for any fair minded stock owner to sit
down aud figure this out, and be fair
with his herd and with himself.—I)r.
David Roberts in Turf, Farm and Home.
dition.

dear." sighed the grand duchess. "If
to nij
Lay i:>other hadu't left a legacy

"Of course, my precious child.

d.tughter only on
her own extremely American
name of Virginia should be perpetuat
first
that

ed"—

into silence, yet her expression did 110
suggest a stricken mind. She merci,
appeared astonished, with an astonish
ment that might turn into au emotion

a delicious way of being pa*
I love
I'm glad she did it.

··>* was

tri'»fic.

ir.hi. Î. tbi »'«
«o'ro'l ΐ&.»
woold^ bo-to':
S.
«mjU^J*

"-tSSk
">jB
_J

*β?«** jjf

wb.ajjg

Atvood 4 ForbM, Smith Parte. Suburban Ufa.

(^raoe'aad

îwJH
J ilcoun

Ho»,

extremely Interesting and—and roman
consideration tic!" Again the grand duchess lapse!

1-

-«....1

Miuum

<v4«h

\:::erici:n blood lu my veins and an
American iiame on my handkerchiefs.
Do .vou Ite.'ieve for an instant that if
Graudmother Virginia were alive she

more

I

I
I

agreeable.

Meanwhile it was left for Virginl
to look vexed—vexed with herself. Shi
wished that she had n«.t betrayed lie
poor little foolish secret—so shadowy r
secret that it was hardly worthy of t!i

to

marry—me?"

"Why?"

which Leopold is entitled to choose his
wife, and if"l)ear little mother, there's no such
'if.' And, as for me. I wasn't thinking
of a 'worldly point of view.' The emperor of Ithaetia barely knows that I
exist. And even if by some miracle ho
should suddenly discover that little
Prim-ess Virginia Mary Victoria Alexandra
Hildegrade of BaumenburgDrippe was the one suitable wife for
him on earth I wouldn't have him want
me because I was 'suitable,' but—beI'd want his
cause I was irrésistible.

Virginia

difficult In

ways,
though adorable In others, and held
such peculiar Ideas about life—Inherited from lier American grandmotherthat It was Impossible to be sure how
she would receive the most ordinary
was

some

announcements.
The princess' rapt expression faded
like the passing of dawn.
"Not precisely that?" she repeated
"Then what—how"—
"Well, perhaps, though it's uot strict
ly the correct thing, you had l<ette

love—all his love—or I would say. 'No;
you must look somewhere else for your
"

read your brother's letter for yourself.'
Virginia put her bands behind lie*
back with a childish gesture, and a
frightened look came iuto the eyes

which at most times gazed bravely uiv
"I—somehow I can't."
the world.
Γ lease tell me."
she sa itl.
"To begin with, then, you know whn<
an udmirntiou Dal has felt for C'otin
on

j

curt'ι."

» ration."

The grand duchess laid down the theshe
ory as a law, and. whether or no
wore right, it was at least sure that
Hie had inherited nothing of the first
Virginia's daring originality-some of

achievements and even eccentricities
Which had built up the Princess Virginia's ideal of this celebrated young
man, proclaimed emperor after the
great revolution eight years ago.
"You are worthy to be an empress."
Her mother's voice broke into VirShe started and
ginia's thoughts.
found herself under insi>ection by the

grand duchess. At first she frowned;
then she laughed, springing up on a
quick impulse to turn earnest into Jest
anil so perhaps escape further eatechisiug.
"Yes, would I not make an empressV"
she echoed, stepping out from the

shadow of her favorite elm into the
noontide radiance of summer.
The sun poured over her hair as she
stood with uplifted head and threaded
it with a network of living gold, gleaming into the dark gray eyes rimmed
with black lashes and turning them to
Jewels. Her fair skin was as flawless
iu the unsparing light as the i>etals of

lilies, and her features, though a rei>etitlon of those which had made a Virginia girl famous long ago, were carved
with royal perfection.
-There Is no real reason why you

should not make an empress, dearest,"
sild her mother, iu pride of the girl's
beauty au<l desiring, womanlike, to
promote her child's happiness. "Stranlast
ger things have happened. Only
week at Windsor the dear queen was
saying what a pity poor Henri was not
But. no matter; he is well
more.
enough. However, if— And when one
comes to think of It. It's perhaps not
unnatural that Leopold of lthaetia has

never been mentioned for you, although
there could l>e nothing against the marriage. What a mutch for any woman—
a supreme one! Not a royal girl but
would go on her kuees to him If"—
"I wouldn't," said Virginia. "I might
worship him, yet he should go on his

knees to me."
"I doubt If tluM-'e proud knees of his
will ever Iwirl In homage to man or
woman," replied the grand duchess.

friend of her mother's of whom Virwas fond, and she had Just bethird paragun to l>e interested in the

cess"—
"A
Protestant
princess, indeed!"
cried Virginia. "I protest against be
lug approached by him on such terns."

ginia

all about an adorable Dandy
Dinmout puppy, when an odd, half
stifled ejaculation from the grand duchess made the girl lift her eyes.
"Has Dal been haviug something be
the common In the way of adven-

graph.

tures?" she inquired drç'ly.
Her mother did not answer, but she
had grown pink and then pale.
Virginia l>egau to be uneasy. "What
Is anything wrong?"
is the matter?
she asked.

"No—nothing In the least wrong, far
from it, indeed; but, oh, my child!"
"Mother, dear, what Is It?"

odd.

Dal says-Dai says"—

lie wishes to take for his bride

him.

a

girl who could

not

by any possibility

herself Ik? heiress to a throne.
Dal
fancies that his desire Is to mold his
wife and therefore to take a girl without too many Important and Importunate relatives, for lie is not one who
would dream of adding to his greatness by using the wealth or position
of a woman. lie has all he needs or
wants of that sort. And then. Dal reminds me, Leopold is very partial to
England. which helped Ilhaetla passively In the time of her trouble eight
The fact that you have
years ago.
lived In England and had an English
education would Ικ· favorably regarded Iwth by Leopold and his chancellor.
And, though I've never allowed you to
have a photograph taken since you
were a child (I hate seeing young girls'
faces lu the newspapers and magazines;
even though they are royal their features need not be publie pro|>erty> an I
you have lived here in such seclusloa
that you've been little seen, still the
rumor

has reached Khaella that you

ire-

j
|
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heaven 011 earth, all my ovn. if 1 could
win it—Leopold's love, ijttlte f >.· m.vself, as a girl, not as a ·: ni > .<
estant princess.'
I-'or a fen* horrid
minutes I thought it v. as too late to
hope for that and I must give him up,
because I never could In» sure if I accepted hi m without his love and he
eaiil it had come afterward: th't it
It
was really, really true.
An."
is
could uever ho the same, tin
a.
miserable over what uii^ht ha «·
ill
Then suddenly I raw how ii
might be. I almost think I may l*j
able to win liis love if you'll promise
to help me, dear."
"Of course I will," said the grand
duchess, carried out of her pretty little
conventional self Into unwonted impulsiveness by the warmth of kisses
soft and sweet as the roses on Virginia's bosom.
"That Is, I will if I can. Hut I don't
at all see what I can do."
"I see. Aud what I waut you to du
is to please, please see with my eyes."
"They're very bright ones." smiled
her mother.
Princess Virginia clasped the grand
duchess round the waist so tightly that
It hurt. Then she laughed, a loud, half

frightened, excited laugh. "Dearest,
something perfectly wonderful is goto happen to you aud me." she said
my refetences ing
a pinch I might —"the most wonderful thing that ever
\Ve are going to have
in Virginia, with has happened.

iH'iug satisi'actory,

at

do for the place," cut
the hot, impatient retfelllou of her
youth. "Oh, mother, you think me
mad or a fool, 1 know, and perhaps I
am mad. yet not mad enough not to sec

that it would l>e a great tiling, a won
derful thing, to be asked in marriage
by the one man in my world If—ah.
that great 'if—he had only seen and
fallen In love with me. It might have
happened, you know. As you say, I'm
uot ugly, and I can be rather pieasaut
If lie had
If I choose—so I believe.
only conte to this luiul to see what 1
was like, as royal men did lu the dear
old fairy stories, and then had asked
me to be his wife, why, I bhoiild have

And what
a—great- adventure.
en<l of it will be I don't know."

(TO

the
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EXPLOSIVES.
How
They May Be Handlad.
There are two ways In which an explosive may lté set off ly burning and
by detonation. The buruluK process is
progressive from one particle to another, as of fire In a urate, only Infinitely more rapid. This process is adapted
How

They Are "6et Off" and

gun|>owder. requiring, as It does, a
of
very short time for the burning up
than the explosive body. The other forui of
because ho
because of οtlier things. Then I should explosion, the detouatlve. being at
ha\e been happy—yes, dear, I'll con- once throughout the mass, is uulit'ed
fess it to you now—almost happy for use in guns, which would be smashenough to die of the great Joy and tri- ed fi» pieces, but Is adapted to shatumph of It. Hut now I'm oot happy. tering or breaking purposes, such aa
I will marry Leojtold or I'll marry no blasting rocks In mining operations and
bursting charges In shells, torpedo*;·
mnn, but ! swear to you I won't be
married to Leopold in Count von lin-it- and submarine mines. Substances of
etein's hateful old, cold, cut and dried the latter sort are termed high explosives.
Some examples may be given
way."
"It's the emperor's way as well as of the safety with which the most dangerous explosives may ordinarily l>e
Von Hreltstein's."
"Then for once In his big, grand, ob- handled. For Instaure, a considérai;!·
stinate life he'll have to learn that ipiantily of gun cotton, such as pure
there's one iusiguitkaut girl who won't cotton treated with nitric acid, may b*
but If a
play Gri.-eidi'. even for the sake of lie- set afire and will burn quietly,
sufficient mass be set afire the heat and
ing his empress."
The girl proclaimed this resolve, ris- pressuiv ou the surface of the burning
ing to her feet, with her head high body will cause the whole to be exand η look in lier gray eyes which ploded. Λ torpedo tilled with wet comtold the grand duchess that It would be pressed gun cotton will not explode If a
It
bopele.is for Iter to argue down the shell from a camion should penetrate
resolution. At first It was a proud look and burst In the mass of kuu cotton.
and a sad look, but suddenly a beam Even uitroglyceri'i will burn like oil lu
of light Hashed Into It and began to small quantities, and a stick of nitroon (ire without dansparkle and twinkle. Virginia smiled glycerin may be set
lier color ger of harm. -St. Nicholas.
and showed her dimples.
came and went. In a moment she was
η different girl, and her mother, beto

t'liwil^ll tu luiun ·>
loved me ovoii more

UCCI1 COIICCIIVU

with inspirations. Tills Is one—I know
It's all In the air, floating round
It
Rut I shall grasp it soon."
me.
She came close to her mother, still
smiling, and knelt down In the grass at
her feet. looking up with radiance in
her eyes.

Luckily there was no one save the
Dresden china lady and the birds and
flowers to see how a young princess
threw her mantle of dignity away, for
the two did not keep royal state and a
royal reflnue In the quaint old house
at Hampton Court, and the big elm
which Virginia loved kindly hid the
mother and daughter from Intrusive
eyes.
"You do love me, don't you. dearest?" cooed the princess softly as a
dove.
"You know I do, my child, though I
don't pretend to understand you,"
sighed the grand duchess, well aware
that she was about to Ik* coaxe.l into
some scheme, feeling that she would
yield and praying Providence that Unyielding might not lead her Into tribulation.

"People grow dull If we understand
"it's
thorn too veil." raid Virginia,

A CHARMED KEY.

It» Refusal to Work and What Might
Hav· Happened.
Vou tuny Ικ> Interested to hear of a
thing which happened to me In Brittany last summer. I had to sign somo
railway transfers f*-fore the nearest
British consul, who was at Hrest. I
locked up the papers and railway

stock In a Breton cupboard as high as
the celling and very solid. I kept the
key In my pocket.
When my cousin and I were ready
to start, I took out the key. and It
would not open Its own cupboard. The
servants came In turn and tried In
vpln. We had to miss our train to
Qulmper. which was our first stage to
Brest. Now. our village locksmith was
very rough and ready, so the uext
morning I said I would try the key
myself once more Iwfore he perhaps

mined my lock.
The key titled perfectly, the cupboard opened easily, we got the papers, and we went. But. Imagine, we
found at fhe station placards posted
up felling of the awful wreck of the
Brest train the day before, and It was
the train In which we should have
been but for the obstinacy of the key.

We saw the carriages all falleu Into
the river, and the dead and dying were
In the hospital at (Julmper. We feel
this to be a preservation wrought
from the next world that Is so near,—
Mrs. Hodgson Pratt lu IJght.
Savane Crab·.
The most savage specimen of the
crab s|M»cles is found In Japan, seeming to dream of nothing hilt fijïhiing,
to delight In nothing half so much.
The minute he spies another of his
kind he scrapes his claws together In

ra^e, challenging him to the combat
Soi a moment Is wasted lu preliminaries. but at it they go. hammer and
tongs It sounds like two rocks grinding against one another. The sand
flies as the warriors push eaeh other
hither and thither until at last one of
them stretches himself out In tin· sr.n.
tired to death. Hut he does not beg

medicine in tab·
put up in chocolet form. Hood's Sarsaparilla is
as in the usual
well
as
lated tablets called Sarsatabs,
liquid form. Sarsatabs hare identically the same
curative properties as the liquid form, beside· acculoss by evap·
racy of dose, convenience, economy,—no
oration, breakage, or leakage. Drunrists or promptly
Co.. Lowell.Mas*.
by nail»

In defiance of the foe. That foe comes
closer, and. with his claws trembling
with Joy at his victory, the conqueror
catches hold of one claw of the vanquished crab, twists It until It eûmes
off and I cars away the palpltnth'g
limb as a trophy of his prowess. Such
is a battle l>etween warrior crabs.

Sartfttab·—For those who prefer
now

(

a

savers.

baking easy,
pleasure and a profit

ther"—
"And so altogether,

lnatirm and catarrh; cures nervous
debility and that tired feeling.

you?"

labor

Is certain if you take Hood's Sarsaparilla.
This great medicine cures those eruptions,
pimples and boils that appear at all seasons;
cures scrofula sores, salt rheum or eczema;
adapts itself equally well to, and also cures, dye·
and all stomach troubles; cures rheu-

pepsia

"Something so extraordinary, so
wonderful—I mean as a coincidence—
that I can hardly speak. I suppose I
You are really
can't be dreaming.
talking to me in the garden, aren't

and

"I should like to hear them, at all

Pure Blood

yopd

time

Makes home

events," answered Virginia.
"Well, you see, the empress of Ithae- like solving :i puzzle—there's no m;;re
tla must l>e a Protestant, and then» fun In it v. !if;i It's finished. Tînt von
aren't many eligible Protestant girls wlsli me to he happy, darling?"
who would be acceptable to the Ithae"More than I wish for anything else,
tians—girls who would be popular with excepting, of course, dear Dai's"—
the people. Oh. I have finished about
"Dal is ii niau aud eau take care of
that! You need not look so desperate. himself.
I mil; t do the beet I canBesides. Dal explains that Leopold Is poor me! And there's something I
a young man who dominates all around want so nui<1i. so much If would bo

"IIow odd you look!" she exclaimed.
You
"You've thought of something.
You have the air of—of
are happy.
having found some plan."
"It found me, I think," the jrirl answered, laughing, "all suddenly, Just
In a flash. That's the way it must be

to marru—mcf
"Ht
Virginia, who was a neglectful correspondent. hud nothing, but two or τοη Breitstelu ever since that dlplo
three
Important looking envelopes matic visit the Ithaetian chanceiloi
claimed attention from the grand duch- paid to Hungaria. The fancy seemed t·.
ess, and as noon as the ladles were l>e mutual; but tlieu. who could ever re
once more alone together In the sweet elst Dal if he wanted to Ik; liked? The
scented garden she broke the crown chancellor has written to him from
stamped seal of her son Adalbert, now time to time, and Dal lias quite enThe old
by adoption cro\Vu prince of Uuugaria. joyed the correspondence.
"Open the others for me, dear," she man can be witty as well as cynical
demanded excitedly, "while I see what If he chooses, and Dal says he toll;;
Dal has to say." And Virginia leisure- good stories.
Now, it seems, in the
ly obeyed, wondering whether Dai's informal way In which such affairs are
news would by and by be passed on usually put forward, that Count von
to her. It was always an event when Breitstelu has wrltteu confidentially to
the
a long letter caine from him, and
Dal, as our only near male relative,
grand duchess Invariably laughed and asking how your family would regard
exclaimed and sometimes blushed as an alliance between Leopold and you
she read, but when she blushed the or If we have already disposed of your
letter was not given to the crown hand. At last the emperor is Inclined
to llsteu to his chancellor's advice and
prince's sister.
There was a note today from an old marry, and you, as a Protestant prin-

To the woman who bakes,
Royal is the greatest of

sensibly."

wildered. fo.:rful still, dared to hope
something from the change.

of letters.

"I am, and I wish you were telling
Do, dear. You look
me the mystery.
awake, only rather odd."
"It would be strange if I didn't look

j

The face of the grand duchess was
darkened by the gloom of her thought».
"My daughter," she exclaimed mildly,
yet despairingly, "It's not possible that
when this wonderful chance, this unheard of chance, this chance that you
were praying for. actually falls Into
your hands you will throw It away for
—for a sentimental schoolgirl scruple."
"I was not praying for It." said Virginia. "I'm sure, mother, you would
have considered It most bold In me to
pray for It. And I didn't. I was only
refusing other chances."
"Well, at all events, you have thla
one now.
It is yours."
"Not In the one way I should have
loved to see it come. Oh. mother, why
does the emperor want to marry me?
Isn't there some other reason than just
because I'm a proper Protestant princess?"
"Of course." insisted the grand duchess. faintly encouraged.
"Dal mentions several most excellent reasons In
his letter, if you would only take them

good to look at. Leopold lias been
neard to say that, whatever else the
future empress of Ithaetia may be, he
she
won't give tils people an ugly woman
And so alto
to reign over them.

"Providence must have drawn your
Inclination toward him, Nearest. It 1»
Indeed a romance. Some day. no doubt.
It will In* told to the world In history."
"But how did he"— Virginia broke
off and began again. "Did he tell this
to Dal and ask him to write you?"
"Not—not precisely that," admitted
the grand duchess, her face cltanglng
from satisfaction to uneasiness, foi

Vet It had been precious—pre empress.'
name.
"But that's nonsense, darling. Royclous since childhood, precious as tin·
al people seldom or never have the
immediate jewel or lier soul because j
ihe graud
! It had been the jewel of her soul, and chance to fall In love," said
duchess.
no one else had dreamed of its exist'Tu; tired.of being royal," snapped
ence.
Now she had shown it to other
does noth
eyes, almost daunted It. Never again the princess. "Being royal
tug but «poil all one's fun and obligt.
could it be a joy to her.
In the little room, half study, half one to do stupid, boring things which
boudoir, which was her own there was one hates."
"Nevertheless noblesse does oblige,"
a desk, locked in her absence, where
china prophetess
—er—have been called precisely es- souvenirs of the young emperor of went on the Dresden
"When alliances
timable. while Prince Henri certainly lthaetia ha:l been accumulating for of conventionality.
for women of our posiΚ and an exceedingly good match years. There were photographs which lire arranged
we must content ourselves with
!
secretto
tion,
had
contrived
buy
circum
Virginia
for
o\vu
you—in present
I
ly—portraits of Leopold from an early the hope that love may come after
stances."
I
moth·
age up to the present, when lie was marriage, or, if not, we must go ou do"«'all hlai a match if you like,
Hut, shown as a tall, dark, cold eyed, warm ing our duty in that state of life to
er.
lie's undoubtedly a stick.
There's lipiied, firm chinned young mau of which heaven has graciously called
no; lies not a march for me.
only one 0:1 earth." A::d Virginia's thirty. There were paragraphs cut us."
"Bother duty!" broke out Virginia.
from newspapers telling of Ills genius
eyes were lifted to the κ fey as If. inthe person is u soldier, his prowess as a moun- "Thank goodness, in these days not all
ste.:d of exis iug 0:1
horses and all the king's
In her th<»:?s!i's wo:e ,,:aml us llftf]l taineer and hunter of big frame, with the king's
dramatic anecdotes of his haughty men can make even a princess marry
us the sun that nh»>!e a bo e !ier.
courage in time of danger, his impul- against her will. I hate that everlast"I should have j·--forte 1 an Eug
lu marriage.'
lishiuau for ju:i," said the grand duch- sive charities, his well thought out ing cant about 'duty
welfare of his subjects When people love each other they're
ess. -If only there were one of suitable schemes for the
kind and good and sweet and true beiu every walk of life.
ran'; free ΙοThere were black and white copies cause it's a joy, not because it's a
ί ni not tÎ!·"ΐ'Ίϋτ of an Englishman,"
of bold, clever pictures he had painted. duty. And that's the only sort of loymurmured her daughter.
men and
"If only you would think of poor There was martial music composed by alty worth haviug between
I wouldu't
him and plaintive folk songs adapted women, according to me.
Henri!"
else from a man, and I
".Never υ Γ him. You know. I said I by him, which Virginia had tried soft- accept anything
ly to herself on her little pi mo when should despise him if he were less or
would lte dnsh"—
"Don't repeat It: Oh. when you look nobody was ne.'.r. Ylv.ο ..era reports more exacting."
"Virginia, the way you express yourof speeches l. ade l·..' !·.ί.:ι : luce his acat me In that way. how like you are to
I'm thankful
to the throne, accounts of im- self is almost Improper.
your gram!mother's portrait at home— cession
hears you except myself,"
the one iu white, painted just !>efore provements iu guns and an invention that no one
But at this
was a some- said the grand duchess.
her marriage! One might have known of a new explosive. There
sort what crude yet witty play which he moment, when clush of tongues and
That
lie
would
extraordinary.
}ou
recopinions seemed Imminent, there oct»f thing invariably skips over a gen- hail written and numerous other
ords of the accomplishments and curred a happy diversion in the arrival

would let Granddaughter Virginia luarr.v Prince Heuri de Touralne?"
"I don't see why not." said the grand
duchess. "She wasn't too patriotic to
marry an English duke and startle
London as the lirst American duchess.
Heavens, the thiugs she used to do If
Olio could believe half the wild stories
lu.v father's sister told me in warning!
And as for my father, though a most
charming man. of course lie could not

Gluten Alone for Cows.
paretic
healthy herd, n<>
I noticed an article io a recent issue
of the New England Homestead on feedfore a careful
ing gluten to milch cows. I believe that her radiant mother's beauty perhaps,
expected article might lead some farmers to be- watered down to gentle prettlness, for
made
lieve they could not use gluten alone 'he
important points
hereditary Grand Duchess of Buuwere as follo*s=
without injury to their cows, but that
at fifty-one was still
Liciiburg-Drippe
What shall we
k
feed
mixed
or
rhey must feed shorts
• daintily attractive woman, a middle
a
believe
do
not
dairyman
with it. I
china lady, with a percan
injure cows by feeding gluten, iged Dresden
«riuu. trouble neither do I believe that we can afford lect complexion preserved by an alnost perfect temper, surprised eyeTbe
to buy shorts or mixed feed at the pres»
all drugs were buried in tn
ent prices.
brows. kindly dimples and a couvenHeb bot better lor the
Before gluten came on to the market, ioual upper lip.
o»tur»l t«od«OcJ »
shorts and cottonseed meal were the
She was not by birth "hereditary."
them
k.epiei
principal feeds for cows. When gluten
■1er lord aud (very much) her master
it
ton
of
a
half
I
tirst appeared
bought
had selected her to
I measured the lad lieen that and
to experiment with.
over the hereditary
him
fed
reign
and
help
of
some
cows,
from
my
milk
them tirst for a week with four quarts grand duchy of Bautnenburg-Drippe,
them four quarts not only because her father was an
fed
then
gluten, and
comfortable.
cottonseed meal. In every case the English duke with royal Stuart blood
drugs away milk was less where the cottonseed was
,bem ooo,lo,..bl.. k«ep drug.
It his veine, but because her Virginian
from them and they win
fed than when gluten was used.
mother had brought much gold to the
Sia.ue Farmer.
In another case I fed two cows nine
Northmorelaud exchequer. Afterward
weeks, changing the feed every week, and
ie bad freely spent such portion of
they varied in amount of milk at about
Sawdust.
in
the rate as mentioned above, and I have that gold as had come to his coffers
What is the
fed mostly gluten ever since. I am •r.'.Ing to keep bis little estates intact,
wood shavings an
cows this winter with no other '.bit now It was all gone, and long ago
in manure? feeding
ed freelv
freely ta
balsam)
meal. I give them about one bushel ie had died of grief and bitter disap^
for
is
used
It
bedding
silage morning and night per cow, and lolutnient. The hereditary grand duchy
^ ^ WaLTEB
rate of
put the meal on the silage at the
»>' Bamnenburg-Drlppe was ruled by
[These
three quarts per day. I cousider silage
η cousinly understudy of the German
the one great feed for cows, and also for
the one son of
live stock of other kinds.—H. P. Haynes, Emperor William II.;
.pp
Worcester County, Mass., in New Eng- the marriage had been adopted as heir
excès· to do much d4™a*"to his crown by the childless king of
land Homestead.
tard the rotting of the manure. J
Huugariu; the handsome and lamentatry Gentleman.
of NorthSalt makes animals livelier, stronger, bly extravagant old Duke
and more capable of resisting disease. morelaud was dead: his title and vast
are anticipât
owners
disorchard
Maple
flesh is harder, and the functions estate* had passed to a distant and
season, Their
ing an exceptionally good sap a 1 read ν of the organs are more regular. Their agreeable relative, and the widowed
some report a good beginning
digestion is better, and they can subsist grand duchess, with her one fair
made in the harvesting of sweets. The on fodder that otherwise mi^ht be indaughter, had lived for years In a pretmoderate
and
snow
of
heavy
body
large
jurious to health.—New England Home- ty old house with a high walled garweather closely bordering the freezing stead.
in
den at Hampton Court, lent by the
mark are calculated to make business
this line hum in the near future.—Turf,
generosity of the kiug aud queen of
At this time of the year, the hay Tngland.
Farm and Home.
which is fed the horse ia liable to be
Kt a
long moment the Dresden
If this is the case, it ought to
dusty.
trimIn silence and sometry
Sometimes experimenter*
with water; otherwise china lady thought
be
sprinkled
of a horse
herming the bain inside the ear·
that the dust will affeot thing cf sadness. Then she roused
is
there
danger
in
This practice 1· dangerous and not
of the animal. I self aga'n and asked the one aud only
the
organs
respirator»
frequently bring· about deafness.— —Suburban Life.
I royal princess with an American name
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from Catarrh and drives
Hudwklth^ K'-Ht"ris
the iy-u.v·» of Taste aud SmelL Full siae
50 cts. at
Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Halm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
El ν lin»tl:t rs, Γ.·'> Warren Street, New York.
brane

"*'
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Balm

quickly absorbed.
Cites Relict at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
h»al- and protects

tu··
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Cream
Ely's
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Reliable Remedy

The

brought

preyed
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South Paris, Maine.

Contagious Abortion in Cows.

real loss in dollars and cents
about by abortion in cows is
more often credited to the actual loss of
calves than it is to the ruined condition
of I he cow as a milk producer. It has
t»
which h« been
already been stated that the damage
done to an ordinary cow is from $12 to
525 per annum, but nothing has been
said about the worthless condition of
»»>«· -""*">· this cow after she has aborted.
Many a significant and would-be valuable cow is condemned and sold as a
canner for a mere trifle, whereas if she
receive the proper care and
were to
treatment she would in a short time recover from this trouble, and again develop into a milk producer and a valuable cow. The value of such a cow is
teaching ο! mechanic arts ana
more often estimated at the timo that
they are disposed of rather than at the
of education, when es- time that they were doing their best betablished w<ll mean much to the farmer fore losing their calves.
If there were any advantages or any
possible chance of wiping abortion out
of a herd by disposing of the cow
aborting, there would be some object in
getting rid of such animals, even if they
had been tine and profitable animals,
will be wen »«
but it has been positively proven beyond
m«.n
„f
)
^ q clafSli
all doubt that there is no advantage
whatever in disposing of the aborting
animals, replacing them with highpriced animals, which are often much
f irmer
With the introduction υΙ A?
inferior to the ones disposed of, if the
cultural instruction in our rural M
latter received the proper care and
treatment.
It is important to impress upon the
stock owner who is unfortunate enough
to have iufectious abortion in his herd,
to retaiu all cows that have aborted as
or
it would to conduct mercantile
they can be successfully treated and
banking businesse·."
brought back to their natural, normal,
TUESDAY FOKKNOON.

Slab Wood,

»nd Home.

why."

wishes

echoed dazedly.

given

I
self. My thoughts were my own.
wouldn't have told you only—you se>

The voice did not sound to

"Me?"

Virginia like her own. Was she. too.
dreaming? Were they both In a dream?
"lie wishes to marry you."

rtfâr!

glands act an drain*, and when these are me after you. should they, if they
checked with impurities, the general hadn't wanted me to be like you?"
health necessarily suffers.—Turf, Farm
"it was partly a (juestion of money,

doing—getting

—some

j|

system.

been

hurt and defrauded and even jealous.
She knew that she would hate the girl

laughed
She cud- you've cherished him. for years as an
necessary.
"I»ear, adorable Virginia!"
ties and training now available in our
The appearance of the coat readily
him
into the pink hollow of her hand ideal! Why, you never spoke of
dled
public schools. Speaking of agricul- shows the healthy or unhealthy con- the
miniature of a particularly before."
framed
Ivory
pearl
"lrce, would I not make an emprunt"
tural and industrial education, he said dition of the skin. Without grooming,
"That's because you never seriously
which always
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
in part:
the dirt remains, not only in the hair, beautiful, smiling girl
are more desirable, still
around wanted me to take a husband until ι hi;-· poiut of view
"These will not take the place of a but through the excretory gland· enters hung from a thin gold chain
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
him- you're strictly withiu the pale from
This important set of her neck. "They shouldn't have named prim, dull French Henri proposed
education; but as a supplement the
(hat is

he

It Is—your emperor, not Dal,
"No.
who talks of being engaged."
"Oh," said Virginia, trying not to
speak blankly, trying not to flush, trying not to show iu any way the sudden
sick pain in her heart.
Of course she was not in love with
him. Of course, though she had been
childish enough long ago to make hiiu
her ideal and foolishly faithful enough
to keep him so, she had always known
that he would never be more to her
than a shadow emperor. Some day he
would marry one of those other royal
girls who were so much more suitable
than she. That would be natural and
right, as she had more than once told
herself with no conscious pang, but
now that the news had come, now that
the royal girl was actually chosen and
she must hear the letter and read
about the happy event in the newspaShe felt sudpers, it was different.
denly cold and sick under the blow-

""Cirvwijivy

ONE/

has

engaged?"

troubles,
Mrs. "Ο. K. Tyler, Bnrllneton. Vt.,
The care· of a Urge farm, M
says
much to do and to llttl· health to do It
with, canted almost a complete break
down: blood poor and thin, nostrencta,
llttl· sleep. Hood'· Sarsaparilla fare
appetite, natural sleep, perfect health.
Strength %o do all my work

for mercy or attempt to rua away,
only feebly rubbing his claws together

I
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A. E. IToRBKS.

Tkkms —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $i.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cent*.
AU leral advertisements
Adtektisemksts:
are given three consectlve Insertions for $1.30
In
of
column. Special contracts
Inch
length
per
maile with local, transient and yearly advertis>
er·.
—

Job Pkistixo —New type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen anil low prices
combine to make this department of oar basl-1
nee· complete and popular.
*n«LE COPIES.
«lngle Copie of the Democrat are four cents
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copte· of each issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
N'oye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Λ lfred Cole, 1'ostmaater.
BuckUeld.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Carls Hill,
Samuel Γ. White.
West Parle.
Γ. A. ShurtlefT Λ Co.

A

Republican State Convention j
WILL BE HELD IN

Armory,

THE

Portland,

Tuesday, April 30th. 1908,

At 1:30 o'clock, I'. M.,
for the purpose of selecting six candidates for
electors of President and Vice-President of the
I nited States, and tour delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Republican
Convention tu be held In the City of Chicago. In
the State ol Illtalo S, 011 Tuesday the leth ffln of
June, 1908, and the transacting of any other business that may properly come tafore It.
The basis of representation will lie as follows
Kach city, tow u and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and for every 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 11**>
an additional delegate, and for each fraction of
40 votes In excess of 75 votes, an additional
delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of anycity, town or plantation can only be filled by
reel tent « of the County in which the vacancies
exist.
The State Committee will be in session in tbe
anteroom of the Armory at 12:30 o'clock P. M.
on the day of the Convention for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. A delegate in order to l>c eligible to participate In the
Convention must be elected subsequent to the
date of this call, an·! deb-gates cannot be elected
under this call to the Sttte Convention to be
hereafter call·*·! for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Governor.
A11 elector* of Maine, without regard to past
political alii Dations, who l>elleve In the prtn
clpb-s of the Republican luuty and endorse its
policies, arc cordially invited to unite under tills
call in electing delegate* to this convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
*KTll M. CA RTKR. Chairman.
BY RON B< Y D. Secretary
Lewlston, February 13, 1906.

Paris HUL

Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson, who baa spent
part of the winter in Boston, returned
home last Friday.
Mrs. Plodding, a rich
William E. Atwood of this place, of
the class of 1910 in Bowdoin, was last
week chosen assistant editor of the
Bowdoin Orient.
The time is up the first of April for
the care of the town clock, and the past is invited to bring »
year's pay is then due. Some arrangement will be necessary if it is kept running.
Herbert Gibbs, who was so badly injured a few weeks since, is making
rather slow progress in the hospital at
Lewiston. It is taking a long time to
heal tbe external wounds so as to allow
of putting the arm in a cast, and it will
be a number of weeks yet before be can
come home.
Rev. G. W. F. Hill will speak at the
Baptist church again next Sunday.
Covenant meeting Friday afternoon at represent hard timeiβ,
2:30. Parish meeting Friday at 3:30. It being children.
is hoped there will be a good attendance
at both of these meetings, as business of
importance will come before the meetings. Prayer meeting this week will be

?ben«tor^^

omitted.
The directors of the Paris Hill Library
Association will meet with Mrs. Loren
B. Merrill on Wednesday afternoon of
this week at three o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer are
visiting friends in Lewiston. Mr.
Thayer returns Monday and Mrs. Thayer
will remain for a few days.
Herbert Cole has purchased an automobile and some of his friends have
been kind onough to suggest that he get
a pair of shafts for it.
A tine portrait of Hon. Jarvis C. Marble, who was county treasurer from 18S5
to 1889, has recently been placed upon
the walls of the county treasurer's office
at the court house.
The schools began Monday under the
Edna M. Luce.
instruction of Miss
During vacation the walls of the school
room have been tinted and an organ supplied for tbe use of the school.
Mrs. J. C. Cummings returned last
week from Mechanic Falls and opened
her home here.

Greenwood.
Rather a hard sap season so far, but
then there is nearly one week more in
March yet, and one good old lady, who
generally knew what she was talking
about, used to say trees never should be
tapped until April however favorable the
weather might appear before that time.
That may be true as a rule, but there are
exceptions, since springs vary two or
three weeks, and all kinds of farm work
should be done accordingly. We have
seen the very best of sap weather during
Coming; Events.
the first half of March, as for example
April 7.—Oxford Pomona Orange, South Paris. the spring of 1S94, as many will remember.
NKW ADVKRTISEMENTS.
Apropos to tbe sap question, one man
met with rather hard luck, although
Phenomenal Sale.
nothing very serious. He was walking
Local Readers Ask.
down a descent with two pails of sap,
Shirt Waists.
You Must Collar Your Dog.
when the ice under the snow caused him
New Rain Coats.
to lose bis equilibrium with the result
Worcester Kemp Manure Spreader·.
that he found himself lying prostrate
The Base Kali Season.
A Reliable Spring Medicine.
and minus the two pails of sap, but not
Power
Co.
South t'arls Light. Heat and
seriously injured. Shortly after the fall
Coal Bills Must be Paid.
he went to cross over the brook when
Bring In Y'our Watche·.
The Duty· of Spectacle Lenses.
the ice gave way and down went one foot
Ashe» Wanted.
tbe
into
water, filling his rubber
Appointment of Administrator.
boot to the brim. On the same day he
Libel for Divorce.
went into the sap house and while there
SoaMkktag New.
the wind closed the door, at the same
time turning tbe button on the outside
Mr. Swasey is in the Field.
and no one else within hearing distance.
Hon. John P. Swasey of Canton, who There was a small window on the OppOeitA airln hut so near the hot funnel and
has had the matter under consideration,
directly behind it that to get out there
a
candithat
he
is
announces definitely
But
was impracticable to say the least.
date for the Republican nomination for there is an old proverb that where there
and in due time
Representative to Congress from the is a will there is a way,
found his way out of prison.
Second Maine District. This announce- be
Charles Yerrill called here on his way
ment gives much satisfaction to Mr. home from Ruinford Falls, having been
Swasey'8 friends. He will have the solid gone from home more than a week. He
with
support of Oxford County, which is by found the market well nigh glutted
this time so as to be obliged to
considerable the largest factor in Repub- apples
sell good Baldwins for $1.00 a barrel.
lican success in the district, aad while
Frank Riug goes on to the town farm
there are a number of other candidates this > ear and has turned his stock over
in the district, certainly no one of them to his brother Wesley, together with bay
to keep them out.
will go into the convention with anySpeaking of hay, report says it is getwhich
back
of
him
the
support
thing like
ting scarce in places, and some have
Mr. Swasey "will have. lie has had bought aud are using pressed hay as the
kind to
numerous letters urging his candidacy handiest to get if not the only
be had.
from prominent Republicans in other
There is a charming young lady emcounties of the district which have candiployed at the Bennett place, and last
dates of their own.
Suuriay Nelson Cole from Ilowe Hill
made a friendly call, and during the time
For Delegate to Chicago.
presented the young lady with a box of
Further developments
Editor Democrat:
the tinest candy
We understand that John S. Harlow are among the possibilities.
of Dixtield has consented to have his
name used as a delegate to the Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Frank King will care for
Convention to nominate a presidential
the poor farm and its inmates the comcandidate. All have known Mr. Harlow
for a great many years to be a shrewd ing year.
Myrtle Ring is a guest at Geo. Hayes1.
business manager. Although he claims
Bertha Corbett is stopping with Mrs.
to be no politician we feel that a man
Will Yates for a few weeks.
who in his own native village has been
Alva Estes is soon to move back from
able, by his own efforts and industry, to
the City to his farm.
accumulate a property in real estate that
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Millett of South
makes hiiu the largest real estate tax
Paris were guests of their parents last
and
same
this
at
the
in
vicinity,
payer
week.
time acquire the respect and esteem of
Lendall Yates has sold hie white horse
bis neighbors and acquaintances, is a
to Clarence Kidlon.
very good man to select as a candidate
Bertha Penley of Paris has returned
at that convention.
home from a visit with her brother
Mr. Harlow, although not a political
Walter.
wire pulling politician, has held the
Dr. A. J. Haves was re-elected as
office of county attorney for Oxford
of schools.
County and chairman of the county superintendent
Flora Edgerly spent Sunday at her
committee and served on both district
home from her work at "The Willows."
and state committee and has also served
Dora Hill of West Paris is visiting her
one term in the Senate, and all feel sure
Ned Packard.
that if elected as a delegate to the uncle,
Eva Richardson has returned from her
Chicago Convention he will 611 the visit at Rumford accompanied by her
position with the same satisfaction that
Miss APen.
he has done in his other offices that the friend,
people have been willing to bestow upOxford.
on him for bis public and progressive
a former resident of
Bicknell,
Fayette
interest in any and everything that perthis town, died in Pepperell, Mass., March
tains to the up-building of his fellow
15th, aged 71 years. He was brought
man and the town in which he resides.
here for burial. The service was conYours truly,
ducted by Rev. Mr. Newport on TuesBenjamin A. Swasey, Chairman
Mr. Bicknell was a member of the
day.
Committee.
Republican County
His widow,
Tenth Maine Regiment.
Mrs. Emeline Bicknell, Miss Whitney,
Large List of Candidates.
and Mr. Davis of Pepperell, two brothThe resignation of congressman LittleDel tîniuh Bicknell, of Maiden, Mass.,
tield has brought ont a large number of ers,
James Bicknell, of Poland, and Miss
candidates for the Republican nominaUackett came here to attend the
tion to succeed him. There are now in Agnee
funeral.
the field, definitely announced as canMrs. T.eon.i Frances Smith, wife of
didates, the following gentlemen: Jobn
Charles Smith of Minot, formerly of
of
Harold
M.
P.
Canton,
Swasey
died at Minot March 17th, of
Sewall and Elwell S. Crosby of Rath, Oxford,
diabetes. She was brought to Oxford
Jesee
M.
C.
of
Auburn,
George
Wing
and her funeral was held in the MethLibby of Mechanic Falls, and Cyrus V. odist church. Rev. Mr. Farnswortb offiBlanchard of Wilton. Edward W. Hyde
Charles Frances, Mrs. Elbridge
of Bath, who was announced early, has ciating.
Frances and son, from Aroostook, a siswithdrawn from the held in favor of
Mrs Annie Keefe, and many other
Mr. Sewall. Others have been mention- ter,
relatives from this and other towns were
ed in connection with the nomination,
at the funeral.
but no other has positively declared present
T. A. Roberts Relief Corps repeated
himself.
the farce "The New Woman's Reform
Club" at Grange Hall, West Poland,
Here and There.

Wednesday evening.

Col. Frederic E. Boothby of Portland, who has recently entered the lists
as a candidate for the Republican nomination for governor, is a native of Oxford County, born in Norway, and for a
considerable time in his youth a resident
of South Paris. He is proud of being an
Oxford Bear, and has many friends who
would b« glad to see him governor. He
is, however, rather late to secure much
support in Oxford this campaign. As
far as the Democrat is able to judge, the
sentiment in the county is pretty well
crystallized, and is largely Fernald sentiment.

Candidate for

Representative.

The drama "Bound by

presented by the

an

Oath,"

was

Oxford Dramatic Club
to a good audience on Friday evening at
Robinson Hall.
News has been received of the death of
Mrs. Eliza Tracy, wife of Elder Granville
Tracy of Lynn, Mass., formerly of this
town.
The following appropriations were
made at the town meeting March 16th:
$1700 00
Town SchooU,

Text Book»,

Repair»,

Insurance,

Appliances,

Apparatus,

Free Hltfh School,
Support of Poor,
Town I>ebt ami Interest,

Town ο 111 ce re,
Summer roads,
Winter road».

and

230.00

230.00
«00.0)
300.00
1000.00
740.00
1300.00
300.00
S"0 00
23 00
23.00

Contingent Fund,
Hebron, Maine, March 24.
Memorial I>ar,
Contrary to the report in circulation Freeland Holme· Library,
relative to my candidacy at coming Republican caucus for representative I will
Hebron.
state for my friends to whose request I
Fred Loring, a former student at the
respond, that I am a candidate and
academy, has for a week been the guest
earnestly ask for the people's support.
of his friend, Ralph Whitney.
Yours respectfully,
Henry Bearce is at home from U. of
Austin A. Nelson.
Governor Cobb on Thursday nominated Hon. George E. Bird of Portland
justice of the Supreme Judicial Court,
to succeed Judg* Sewall C. Strout of
Portland whose term will expire in
April. Mr. Bird is a Democrat in politics, and was United States district attorney for Maine under the drat Cleveland administration.

M. for the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Annie Bearce Damon of Buckfield is visiting her sister, Mrs. Walter
Conant.
Mrs. Lizzie Locke of Mechanic Falls,
who has been caring for her niece, Mrs.
Frank Jewell, went nome Tuesday.
Frank Smith is in very poor health
and mnoh sympathy is felt for him.
Other sick ones are on the gain.
Hebron Grange held an all-day meeting Wednesday, which was well at-

Ballard F. Keith of Old Town, who is
to graduate from the University of Maine tended.
next June, has been selected by the
There is quite a change in the weather
university faculty for appointment to a since the few good sap days. To-day,
Ue will Thursday, cold with snow squalls, while
Rhodes scholarship at Oxford.
eater Oxford next fall.
Tusedaj was a perfect spring day.

Rev. Ν. C. Curtis began hie paatorate
at the Congregational oharob last Sun-

day.

Miss

at Good Will H»U. ^
jjn. Manhattan,
AngcUn». the »infer.
Clementine, a mnriclan,
Viole toi, an artUt,
Antoinette, etndent,

BaclcfMd.

ΒKM.

WMt Pari»·

THE OXFORD BEARS.

DorA,. HllL
Laura Hill

Helen Dexter.
Laura Barden.
Altha Page.

BTa swift

Sfi
wl^'or,e M. KlllngAVOod.
»

Helen

E.

Bisbee,

teacher of

English and elooution at Paraonsfield
Academy, spent last week with her
mother, Mrs. D. G. Lovejoy.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Chamberlln, who
spent the winter in* Portland with their
daughter, Mrs. Gehrlng, have returned
to their home.

The receipts of the library dinner on
town meeting day exceeded any previous
amount received, 128. Mrs. Learned of
New York contributed $10, increasing
the sum to $38.
The books in the Bethel library are
be eol<i to being catalogued and prepared for the

Rev. D. W. Kimball of Wayne occupied the Baptist pal pit Sunday, March
22d.
Mr. Cheater Tattle of Augusta has
been home for a few days.
Mr. Albert P. Austin and family of
Deering and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis M.
Irish of Rumford Falls were guests of
Mr. aod Mrs. H. A. Irish over Sunday.

Miss Maude

Bridgham

of Lewiston

has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Pred Record, the past week. Mrs.
Record acoompanied her to Lewiston for
a visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Bridgham.
Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham died at his
home Saturday morning after an illness
of a few weeks. Dr. Bridgham was the
oldest man In town, being nearly ninetythree years of age. He was a son of the
old Dr. Bridgham, who settled here in
the earliest days of Buckfield. He has
for many
been a practicing
years and has always been a remarkably
well man. He has been able to walk
from his home to the village until quite
recently. He was a member of Evening
Star Lodge of Masons. The funeral was
conducted by Rev. Robert Scott of
Leeds, a former pastor of the church of
which Dr. Bridgham was a member.
Mrs. Ada Shaw and daughter Helen
are in Boston visiting Miss Amy Shaw.
A little later the family will go to Washington for a week.
Mayflower Chapter, O. £. S., held an
entertainment and social at Masonic
Hall Friday evening. A musical and

Local Readers Ask

More About

Lively

BLUE 8TORE8.

Cooper.

We Are

Paper Last Week.

Big Demand for the Cooper Remedies at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
Drug Store Causes Much Comment.

a

Very

Large Assortment of

Interest Taken in the Account of His Work

Printed in this

Showing

New Rain Coats.
April

in the month you will need one to protect you
or on pleasant days from the cold winds.

from rain

"card system." A valuable addition of
reference books as well as scientific
For the past several weeks the famous wonderful. My nerree have been quietbooks and fiction, have been recently
Cooper Remedies have been selling Id ed, my hearing is much improved, and I
added to the library.
quantities that far surpass anything ever feel like a new woman.
are
As
materials are used and
"I cannot say too much for tbeae wonMrs. Lauretta Valentine returned from
introduced here. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
in
Massaan extended visit with friends
for
wear.
the local agents, say they have never be- derful remedies, for they bave made me
proper
fore handled remedies that proved to be well again, so that I may now enjoy life
chusetts, Philadelphia, Pa., and also a
We can give you a very good coat for $10 or $12,
visit of a month in Washington, D. C.
so popular. There seems to be no abate- like I used to before I waa sick."
was
entertainBean
callers
as
H.
but
it is a garment you will wear for several years
Π.
local
the
Mrs.
yesterday
ment to the interest displayed by
many
Thursday,
Among
ed the Ladies' Club. A very interesting
people in the work of Mr. Cooper in Mr. George P. Lintz, 300 Center Street,
we would recommend our
$15, $16, $17 or $iS grades
and instructive program was given.
Chicago, the following aceount of which who had been a sufferer from stomach
as the more economical in the end.
trouble for many years. He said:
ie from the Journal of that city:
Thursday evening the academy stu"I suffered several years from indidents were theguesteof Misses Hutchins
During the past two weeks hundreds
Macduff, Mre. and Gibson at Pattee Chapel.
of voluntary testimonials have been gestion and stomach trouble. At times
were
were
Fifield
Mrs. W. F. Kendall and son Guy
at Cooper's headquarters, The 1 was very weak and nervous, bad dizzy
called to the C. M. G. Hospital in Lewisublic Drug Company, 150 State Street, spells, headache aod felt tired and miserAND NEW HATHAWAY SHIRTS WE ARE
ton by the critical illness of Mr. Kendall.
Sleep at night
on the efficiency of the Cooper prepara- able nearly all the time.
tions for deafness, stomach complaints, gave me no strength and I was always
Saturday, Mrs. Purington went to
ANXIOUS TO SHOW YOU.
Portland and returned with her daughter
rheumatism, and as a general spring tired in the morning. My appetite was
could
merrl. Belle, who has been in Dr. Cousins'
while
I
in
a
once
also
tonic.
impaired;
caused by the varied costumée, hospital three weeks for an operation literary programme was given by memAmong the recent callers was Mrs. eat a good meal, but most of the time I
bers of the chapter and games were play- Emma Stanley, living at 713 Washington had no desire for food.
for appendicitis.
coffee
"One day I saw the advertisement of
She told her story in a
Boulevard.
Harry Purington, Bowdoin, '08, re- ed and refreshments of cake and
turned Saturday to spend the Easter va- were served. A pleasant time was en- most convincing manner, and many per- Cooper and read of bis remedies. I went Boutli Paris
Norway
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. joyed by all present.
sons who etood around her, endorsed all at once to get the medicine, and after I
her
is
Miss Clara Withington
visiting
«»» » !hort
she had to say in praise of the Cooper had taken a few doses I was relieved of
U. Purington.
Now I know
an enormous tapeworm.
A special town meeting has been call- sister, Mrs. L. M. Irish, of West Paris.
remedies. She said:
ed to see if the town will vote to exempt
"Perhaps I had the most complicated what caused my suffering. My stomach
ten
of
from taxes for a period
and a comic ladies quartette.
years
case that Mr. Cooper has Lad to deal feels easy now, as if a great weight had
Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann went the first ot mills to be built by the N. R. Springer
with. I was troubled with both deafness been removed, and my health improved
The
are
not
makers
busy.
very
Syrup
fA Knrwav where ehe win re I
Mr.
favorable.
is
I have a good appetite and am
I don't know rapidly.
Co. if the vote
and stomach complaints.
season has been a disappointment.
mam six weeks.
learning to be » Springer is one of Bethel's prominent
in New York will be played that one thing had anything to do with completely restored in strength.
Hooligan
"I am very thankful to Mr. Cooper for
trimmer at Mrs.
millinery store, and valuable citizens and every effort here
the other, but I do know that I tried
April 2d by a traveling company.
Curtis have will be made to induce him to remain in
has done for me,
Charles Martin and *
For Men.
The spring term of high school will many patent medicine preparations with- all that his medicino
Bethel.
I was so deaf that I could and I heartily recommend it to ali perout result.
6.
Monday,
April
open
Senior class parts of Gould Academy
blocks are
Mrs. Rose Reagan is in Andover doing not hear a clock tick and ray stomach sons who feel exhausted, and are probOur
Hats are ready. The new
have been assigned as follows:
was in such wretched shape that I could ably troubled as Γ was.
table work at Hotel Twitchell.
"It has done all that has been claimed
now in—the best of the approved styles for the coming
Valedictory—Gertrude M. Cobb.
The "Snogerinos," a local company, not enjoy a meal that I ate.
Salutatory—Forrest A. Kecnc.
"I was very nervous and could hardly for it in my case and has helped me
made a decided hit at Dudley Opera
Prophecy—Margaret Walker.
of view, a hat must
To look well from evéry
season.
failed."
House Thursday evening. The com- sleep. I had a roaring noise in my ears where all other medicines
Oratlou—George E. King.
Hundreds of people are daily calling to
I
by b.r d«.«ht.r,
Ill-tory—Mildred F. Dyer.
of Elmer E. Bowker, Al- and dancing spots before my eyes.
consists
be
and
pany
carefully
correctly proportioned. Among the new
Addreei to Undergraduates—Elton C. Keene.
see Mr. Cooper with the same story of
Crockett and a felt very bad aDd weak.
Presentation of cites gift—Florence L. E Mon. den Chase, 2d, Ray
the 21st, to
and
restored
the
heard
about
I
'One
happiness,
health,
strength
The atCooper
hats you will find a hat that will make you appear at your
day
Presentation of Gifts to Class—Lillian Buck. young gentleman from Poland.
I have which only proves that all that has been
Class Will—Thomas DeCosta.
tractions were all of an athletic nature, medicine and decided to try it.
is
Class Ode—Mildred Hapgood.
the
medicine
are
written
about
fashioned,
the
said
and
bottle
and
on
fourth
started
my
very best from all sides.
consisting of fancy club swinging, bar- just
Mrs. Reed, has gone to D. W. t*ray
rel jumping and tumbling. The young improvement in my case has been really undoubtedly true.
made of the best materials and guaranteed. We've all the
West Bethel.
men certainly made good and received
"
«■ «*
'Soring,' sang the poet, 'budding spring.'
East Brownfield.
much praise for their difficult feats.
new
that will be worn with the first touch of Spring.
were
A CILL IN CONGRESS.
bare;
Alas! The boughs
M-ss
They gave an exhibition Friday at
Mr. John Ordway and wife are guests
room and M.ss He was himself the one green thing,
For Ice lay everywhere.
Poland Spring.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Hodsdon.
Thaver of Bangor as primary teacher
the Method by Which a Measure Is
All those desiring to teach in our
with breezes soft and sweet.'
Several former residents of this place
We are not yet informed who the ass.st- 'Hall, spring, returne 1 his
Transformed Into Law.
The spring
town this season are requested to aphall;
spent last Thursday here, among them
There came a shower of snow and sleet
Tin η (lav set fur the consideration of
pear for examination at the village being Henry Griggs, J. Weston Hubbard
a
Barden and Ivan Tuell went to
gaie.
wintry
Upon
school house April 11 at 9 A. m.
IIio bill the house gix's into coniiuitlee
and son Harry.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,
Danville last Saturday evening where 'Sing, merry birds, In bush and tree.'
Five Bummer cottages around the lake
^
Miss Isabel H. Stickney of Portland of the whole. A chairman appointed
He read the almanac;
thev sane their popular duet, ι m
This
into
broken
been
have
recently.
Is
liill
far
than
was in town for a day last week calling
The birds wore wiser
he,
l»y the speaker presides. The
And did not hurry back.
happene every winter regularly, and the on friends.
lead by sections and clauses after genowners are not only getting tired of these
he
for
a
ceased
to
Marion
is
at
home
Miss
Giles
sing.
'Spring, gentle,'—here
eral debate has closed. and any memannual visitations, but ugly also.
Let the sad truth be told :
short vacation.
ber may offer amendments. All voting
The wh'le he sang of balmy spring,
was
enterCircle
The
Congregational
He caught an awful cold?'
Mrs. Barden and Miss Brown.
In committee is I «y rising. The yeas
West
Sumner.
last
Fessenden
Mrs.
tained
D.
C.
by
weather and traveling were
The weather groweth more lamb-like.
and nays are not taken.
Rev. H. B. Hill of Waldoborough oc- Wednesday.
Sleds and sleighs are still being used
When the Mil has lieen gone through
at
J.
of
is
Beulah
Fitch
church
in
the
Me.,
the
Sebago,
Baptist
pulpit
cupied
here.
R. Hill's.
and all amendments have lieen voted
service held at tneu»'"
Herbert Lord and family have moved last Sunday and his sermon was very
Mr. Daniel Boynton has been removed upon, (lie committee rises und the
much enjoyed by all present.
T.White, to Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Packard, who have to the home of Mr. Wm. Butterfield, chairman reports the bill hack to the
Τ
Edgar Inman is visiting his grandbeen spending a week or two in Boston, who is to care for him.
T„. «. mother in Albany.
house, with the amendments. The
John F. Rollins returned from Har- returned to this village Wednesday.
house then votes upon them either sinNorth
Stoneham.
They will remain here for the present
rison Wednesday.
or in gross and by yeas and nays
Herbert Adams cut his foot quite bad- gly
and
Francis D. Mills has employment it with Mrs. Hattie Young. Mrs. Young
if they are ordered to be taken.
Mrs.
while
the
bouse.
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
is able to be up around
chopping pine.
ly
the store of Whitten & Dennison.
sung by Mr. Frank Tike ofNorway·
The bill Is then ordered to be enMr. and Mrs. Herbert McKeen and
Susan and Howard Tyler are visiting Abbie Bates has been caring for her.
from
to
for New Year's present. Second hand
to
in a fair
North Buckfield.
Miss Edith Bradford, the operator in little daughter of Lovell were at J. C. grossed-that is. written out
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W
after
is
It
and
being
as
Chairs
left
last
week.
for
and
Nice
instruments.
hand
Stools,
Jnst
the Oxford County telephone office,
her noue, m aunuwcHi muauy.
Sawyer's
Miss Josephine Monk Is
pianos
in
Amos McKeen and wifo and Ephraim amended- and to be read α third time.
cousin, Dr. Bates, and sister, in Ea
Miss Florence Stiles of Fryeburp last Friday for a week's vacation
Here is
of
Write for
other musical merchandise.
a
to Washing- McKeen from North Lovell visited at As it is usually already engrossed It is
Academy Grant is working in the post which she will make trip
a
trade in musical instruments.
b» Κ-"»!» Hot.1 card department of the Whitten & ^An η f* Miao flror»n TIiiHIav nf Ktaarna Charles Lawrence's last Sunday.
at once read the third time—by title, as
Howard Palmer of Centre Lovell is
Hill takes her place while she is away.
Dennison store.
before—und
passed.
Mrs. Ε. I. Beck and little son of Liver- here trying to make maple syrup, but as
.cbool
Master Ilarlie Dennison of South Parif
The clerk takes the bill to the senate,
friend, Elsie Palmer, at East Sumner.
is spending his school vacation with hit more Falls are visiting Mrs. Beck's yet there has been no good sap weather.
the
Cliston McAllister, who is at work in by which body it Is referred to
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Glover.
uad
uccu
» aruojf
nruu
lurw.
Ρ
Mrs.
Ilarlan
Mr.
and
parents,
ijjuia
grandparents,
time the
Cummings and Ellingwood are moving the mill here, went to Norway Saturday finance committee. In due
spending several weeks witb her daugh- Dennison.
Austin committee, If it sees fit. and not otherter, Mrs. Wash Heald, has returned to
Mrs. Thomas Wheeler died on Sun out of the house they have been occupy- to see his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
McAllister.
wise. reports the bill back to the senher home in Sumner.
day, the 22d, after a short illness, anc ing this winter. of
Malno.
Wm. Gammon went to Lovell Sunday ate. with propositions to amend.
In South Parie,
The last load
logs was hauled out
Mabery Mayhew and friend, Miss the funeral was held on Wednesday.
to
carrv Earl Keniston.
was
There
last
woods
the
with
of
iu
"as
Saturday.
Brown of Auburn, speut Sunday
the senate the bill Is considered
She leaves a husband and three grownnever before so many logs and so much
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Onofrio Montisano of Rumford Falls of Lewlston. Cruel and abusive treatment. dents of Hiram, besides numerous relabeen shown; that Everett's story of the
Custodv of minor child to father.
tives and friends to mourn her loss. The
v in
·-t < :mri-h. Kcv Τ Ν Kewler, Pastor.
According to the evidence of the events of that night was true, and that paid a fine of $100 on a nuisance charge.
Wright A Wheeler.
»v, m rain* r>rayenne*ttng ΐύΛ0a. a.;
.·
funeral services were held at her home,
the case ot Mrs.
he had acted strictly according to his inthe
season
is
Tuesday
well
morning
advanced.
V
a.
Sabbath
1'
school
ground
hog,
a.;
—rvv-e
.·
Edwin G. Dudley of Hebron from Ina M.
Saturday afternoon, March the 7th, Rev.
her daughter,
Κ j>worth League Meeting β (JO r. a ; Frank Witham's boys killed a wood- structions, and the death of Radcliffe, Josephine Wilson and
Dudley of parts unknown. Desertion.
7 A·; cIam
Mr. Eldridge of Cornish M. E. church
-ϊ ·γ meeting Wednesday evening
who was a trespasser on the grounds, Hattie Wilson, of Porter, was disposed
A Wheeler.
chuch
and
a hedgehog Saturday.
Wrlgnt
|
:3ΰ.

Hie φτίσνΛ

Mr. and Μη. J. D. Hayne· «pent Sanwith relatives at Danville.

Bobbin· of Bockland. Adultery and
CueUxlv of minor child to father.

Supreme Judicial Court.

GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER.

day

SOUTH

DeP°S "e^T«r

»

»

-.■'·.·-»· Friday vrnlng 7
l.urch, Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
: ·:
Mrs. Carrie Tidewell, chamber girl at
11; -κη lay, preaching m-rvlce 10 45 a.
«il: a, Y. r. S. C. 1,6:15 p. Hotel Andrews, left Monday morning for
it
vi
a
Wednesday even- a month's vacation where she will visit
» «r ~,«et!ng 7 f*>r.
Seat· free.
All are
raver «crvlce 7 J'.
; her son, Harry Adams, at Bridgton.
Church. Kev J. II. Little. Pmttor. Mrs. Helen Kimball, who has been at
I ·.·.·
at
10:45
II
a.
the hotel during court, will take Mrs.
J ««rvlce every Sunday
α 1- a. Junior I'nloc at 3:30
bo·
Tidswell's place while she is away.
> ρ c. I", at 7 r. a.

due entirely to accident.
Hon. W. C. Philbrook made the argument in behalf nf the state at the afternoon session.
He took the ground tbat
the evidence had shown the falsity of
Everett's story, and pointed unquestionably to the fact that an atrocious murder
bad been committed, for the commission
of which Everett had the exclusive opwas

1,.·
*

h
■

»

,

Bluebirds, robins and song sparrows
with us again, besides an occasional portunity.
In the course of his argument Mr.
bird of other species. The song sparrows
Philbrook alleged that even if Everett's
seem to be in considerable force, a dock
of twenty or twenty-five having been »tory were strictly true—which the state

ίΤΑΓΚΙ) aUTOKM.
fiegular
M.—Pari- Lo-ige, No. 94.
F 4
.· Γ -■ »
ty vecînv on or before fui! moon.
Mocnt Mloa Lodge. regular meetF
rs .y evening of each week.—Aurora
Τ
t
n»t and third Monday venlng·
r. -:on»h.
of
-M UU PlHMM Kei«kah Lodge, No.
jc 1 anl fourtn Friday· of each
:·.
>·: : Fellow»' Hall.
: -\v. K. KtabaU Po·», No. 14?, meet·
third -atunlay evening* of each
: ιΒ Γ.;.. 1c <». Λ. Κ. Hall.
Κ. Klnii al. Circle. Ladle* of the G A.
r«t r I 'hlrd Saturday evening· of
ntr.lr t.ran i Armi Hall!
r1
—ι■
.ua L. Chameriain Camp meet·
\
lay evening· of each month.
!i.—Paris u range, froti: May 1 t>> <Jct-1,
I thirl Saturday; during the
:
tr>. year, meets every Saturday, In

are

\

—

-.·■

I

observed about one fart of the village
for several days—an unusual thing for
this bird, which is more often seen alone.

the entertainment in
Don't forget
Pvthian Hall Tuesday evening, March
31st. You must not fail to hear Mr.
Dennett, as he is a tirstclass reader and
ί highly recommended.
Mr.
George
Briegs will sing: Ralph Andrews and
Marie Newton have a very taking song,
'and there will be a duet by Misses Tolman
and Clark. A good orchestra will
ij-izjv Ha.i.
—Second an ! fourth Man lays of also be in attendance.
».
Admission for
"tu.
ea
adults 15 cents: children 10 cents.
s
.Ρ —«tony Brook Lo<lge, No. l&l,
κ
ad and fourth W««lne»dj*v evening·
:.··
nonth.
Oxford Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
of iP.—!Ism.ln Lo<lge, No, 31, meet# every
The Oxford Baptist Quarterly Meetλ y evening at Pythian Hall.
ing was held with the church at South
M. Howard is visiting relatives Paris March 23 and 26.
M : ->
It is the season
η < »xford.
of mu<i and ice in Oxford County and
Minnie Shorey of Gorham has traveling over our highways is not the
M
task just now. But a good
vis.tini; Mrs. II. E. Wilson a few p'easantest
number of delegates came and in all
•ia?*.
eleven churches were represented.
-· no bills" is the new sign which
Wednesday morning a devotional
an<i
the
street
-arson
li^ht
railway
a
service, led by Rev. W. H. Clark, of
<Jo<jd
scheme.
Turner, was the first thing on the prop.jles.
This was followed by the organi<»race Dudley has been assistinie gram.
M
zation.
reading reports, and exchange of
ntral telephone station at West
r.
greetings. Reports from the churches
xner for the paet week.
were next heard, and this occupied the
is
e : rst butterfly of the season
time until dinner was announced.
Gilbert
λ η
Democrat by
to the
ν
Rev. Bernard Christopher of Mechanic
t*. an<l w.is found flying about on Falls
opened the afternoon exercises with
the -·· t cf March.
Rev. W.
a service of praise and prayer.
M
I.eona D. Stuart attended a house H. Clark followed with a very helpful
; iance at the Theta Delta Chi address on "Prayer the Breath of the
h >use of Bowdoin College at Church." Rev. il. S. Hanson of Rum*er
ford Falls spoke next on "Our Resouri;r.r.-wick Friday night.
ces." calling special attention to the matickets
all those that are se!lint;
ferial. intellectual and spiritual equipe Pythian entertainment brinit ment of the Christian church for the
also
those
: m nev Tuesday evening,
conquest of the world. It was a very
et- which they have not sold.
:
thoughtful presentation of a great subject. Dr. Crane of Hebron was the next
r .-·■ i Abbott and family have moved
of
Mrs. Hannah Holt's house on Park speaker, and his subject, "The source
was
into the riat in Pythian Block Ministerial and Missionary Supply,"
ν
very ably and earnestly presented. He
ited by Dr. and Mrs. Littlefield.
v.»
of the part the. Christian schools,
spoke
>
J >nes an<i Miss Grace Thayer rhurches and hoiues have to play in this
» τ- in L 'wiston Saturday to attend the
important matter.
ace performance of "The Bohemian
A spirited discussion of the addresses
Co.
at
'. r
by the Castle Square Opera
which bad been given occupied the next
the Empire.
half hour, several speaking with great
that had been
Misses Helen Barnes, Eva Swett. and earnestness upon thoughts
F >ra Murcb, who were in the high presented by the speakers.
was
the
afternoon
of
last
address
The
>·
; >ol
Washington party, but spent a
w-ek visiting friends on tbeir way back, made by Rev. C. E. Bonsfield, missionary
of the American
Baptist Missionary
arrived home Friday.
l* η ion at Sbaoshing. China. Mr. BonsMiss Hattie Hooper, who has been tield has spoken in South Paris before
ν siting relatives and friends in Massaand has won the hearts of all who have
chusetts several weeks, has returned aud heard bim. He was also the tiret speakin
the
her
resumed
millinery er at the evening service and held the atposition
etoreof Miss Wheeler.
tention of every one until the arrival of
who had
Miss Wheeler has secured for her Dr. W. E. Witter of Boston,
""'Ί·"β· »Κ·ο οααυ,.η
Μίνα 1 daKo) ïirvant
been delayed owins; to a misprinted railaddress
•f Saco. Miss Bryant has arrived and road time table. Dr. Witter's
the tirst day's meeting and was
they are preparing for their opening, due closed
IU I ΟΙ IQSpirUilUU Ûtld ÛUIUU^IAOIU.
tice of which will be given later.
Thursday's program was Dot just as it
of
Farmington, Lad been planned, but was none the less
Dana 0. Coolidge
>uth
was
at
S
of
Franklin
leriff
County,
interesting on that account. I)r. Witter,
i' irWednesday in the interest of the who seemed prepared to speak at any
Blanchard
in li'lacy of Hon. Cyrus N*.
lengrh, gave a splendid symposium on
f Wilton for the Kepublican notuina
Missions m the Sunday School. His ilν
f >r congress in the Second District. lustrations of methods and hie own ρτa very deep imnew serial, "The pooal enthusiasm made
The Democrat's
pression on all who heard him. The
es·. Virginia," begins in this issue.
Γ:
was given to a
Ii n't f til to read it. It is a nice, cheer- asth >urof the morning
social and prayer service.
r ν of love, intrigue and adventure.
f
In the afternoon Dr. Witter took up
ai:d really has but a single disagreeable
the matter of the organization of misί α
re. which each reader will find out
sion study classes and very clearly prefur himself.
xented the lessons from the first part of
The entertainment for the Good Cheer the mission study book, "The Uplift of
twos ; : -r f April 7th will consist of a
f ir-e and musical specialties. This
λ
Rev. E. S. Cotton, of Norway, spoke
ν,
the last entertainment for the ou "The Pastor's Relation to Missions
unhave
been
s-v π fid the committee
and Missionary
Organizations," and
t r t _· in their efforts to make it a sue- nrged that
pastors thoroughly inform
week.
next
es*
Full program
themselves concerning the great enteron
the
i T. Briggs was called to Brook- prises of their denomination
Hr
.·· tiret of last week
t'.n
by the serious foreign tields.
We often say of recent meetings "It
iiln- *s »>f his father, Fred C. Briggs. A
but this
fe* if.s later Mrs. Louise J. Briggs was the best we ever attended,"
ais went to care for her eon. Mr. meeting certainly was full of inspiration
and will not soon be forΠπ£.> is now improved, and Harold has and enthusiasm
J. W. Cuksuko, Clerk.
returned home, but Mrs. Briggs remains. gotteu.
—

»
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■
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The Paris Schools.
Arthur Κ Clark was appointed sealer
w
ithts and measures last Saturday,
Schools in Paris began Monday mornof
ar.
buildings, ing, except the Tuell school, for which a
M. Giles inspector
lie
fr a: April 1st.
Ansel Swift is given teacher is yet lacking. Superintendent
certii ate of permission to take charge Park lias had more or less difficulty in
of any steam plant located in Paris as
tilling his list of teachers, but has sucprovided by Chapter 82 of the public cecded in doing so, with the exception
laws (.f I'.mjT.
of the Tuell school and the assistant at
is as follows:
M
L. C. Morton, who had been with West Paris. The list
Paris Hill— M'.iu E'lna Luce.
the Jam !v of her son. C. G. Morton, at
Partrl'ljce— JoMe Cole.
Wm I'aris. for some weeks, came home
W bitte more— A lice WltlienU.
the iirst of last week and reopened her
Kim Hill—Clyde llebb.trd.
Itlecoe—Mll'lred Parlto.
house here. Miss Julia P. Morton came
Porter—Addle Lord.
a da;,
r two later, from her teaching in
North Parle—Leona Penley.
Ab:ngton. Mass.. to spend the week
Hollow—({«Ante Matun.
Korfoe*—Ula'tys t». Stackpole.
with her mother.
■

f

Mountain—Nettle Mason.
Kin*— Etta P. Rich apis.

H"n. William T. Ilaines of Waterville
and Fred W. Wight of Rockland were in
town Wednesday in the interest of Mr.
Haines' candidacy for the Kepublican
nomination for governor. They worked
very busily while here. Mr. Haines has
already traveled over quite a part of the
state in his campaign.

Tubus—Vera Poster.
West Paris
A tat.—

Primary—Grace I. Thayer.
Tue»!.—
High— E. F. Claeon.
Ml** Florence Whlttuiu.
MUs SuMe Ken trick.
SburteflT— Kmina ShurtleiT.
Fannie Blsbee.
Brick—Perley Kord.
Margaret .Stearns.

Mrs. P. E. Hathaway entertained the
Sene-.a Club last Monday evening. The

Marjorie Penley.

Klorencc Rlchanlaon.
Porter Street— H alt le (.each.
Pleasant .Street—Sara Swelt.

club programme consisted of current
even's by the club membere, one-half
hour with Stoddard: Ireland—Mrs. Taylor; essay. Shakers and Quakers—Miss
(iray Refreshments were served and a
very

To Organize Paris Trust Co.
A meeting of interested citizens was
held in the assessors' office Friday evening to consider the matter of organizing
the Paris Trust Co., for which a charter
was granted by the legislature of 11107.
Alton C. Wheeler was made chairman of
the meeting, and N. D. Bolster secretary.
Much interest was manifested, and a
committee of nine was chosen, to solicit
subscriptions for the stock of the comconsists of George
pany. This committee
R. Morton, William J. Wheeler, J. Hastings Bean, X. D. Bolster, J. F. Plummer,
Frank A. Sburtleff, Albert W. Walker,
M. Atwood and Albert D. Park.

pleasant evening enjoyed.

New Hall has been hired for a long
period by Bobbins A Hodgkins, who,
under the name of the Bijou Theatre,
W>11 run an entertainment of moving
pictures and illustrated songs, opening
March :>).
It will be open every evening
from 7 to 1') o'clock, with matinees Wedand
nesday
Saturday afternoons at 2:30.
Pictures changed every Monday and
Thursday. Admission 10 cents, with a
••«■cent round
trip fare from Norway on
the electric car.
The supper

or

acquittal.

SENTENCE

IMPOSED.

When court opened Tuesday morning
ïverett was brought in, and Mr. Philirook addressing the court said that
ν hi le the state did not wish to appear in
indue haste, as he had to leave imnediately he would move for sentence
He addressed the court
X that time.
•rietly regarding the matter, saying that
η view of the evidence in the case, and
he fact that the verdict was probably a
ompromise, the state felt that a severe
>enalty should be imposed, well toward
he limit of twenty years.
Mr. Swasey replied briefly in behalf of
tie client, urging that justice required a
entence in proportion to the verdict,
vhich under the instructions of the court
ras for manslaughter on the grounds of
ulpable negligence, for which no heavy
entence should be imposed.
Judge Whitehouse in opening his brief
etnarks in imposing sentence, first comnente<l upon an intimation made by the
ouusel for defence as to fabricated
ividence, and stated that in bis forty
ears of practice, twenty of them directί y concerned with the application of the
had never known an
< riminal law, he
i oetance where evidence was fabricated
I iv the state to convict an accused man.
1 le then said in part:
"1 can not know to what extent the
ι erdict was in the nature of a com·
| iroraise. While I do not intend to ex| treme any opinion upon the main issue,
1 will say that if the jury in the exercise
« if its duty had seen tit to bring in a ver« lict of guilty on the full charge, the full
I >ench would never have felt required to
There are mysteries
< irder a new trial.
i ti the case which have not been satis1 actorily explained. If they should ever
I >e, I feel sure that the state's attorneys
rill cheerfully join with me in an appeal
t ο the pardoning power to right any inj ustice which has been done. But 1 do
ι tot feel that I can ignore the evidence
ι vhich has been presented in this ease.*'
He then made a memorandum on the
1 lack of the indictment, and passed it to
< ,'lerk Whitman, who
pronounced the
< entence of twelve years in state prison.
] Cverett took the sentence with apparent
and
< almness,
immediately followed
lailer Parrar, and within a few seconds
if ter the words had been spoken was
[one from the room.
taken to Thomaston Wedon the early train, an
tfficer from the state prison coming on
he evening train Tuesday, and taking
>ack Everett and the Italian, John Anonio, who is sentenced to one year. As
he train leaves at so early an hour, and
ew knew that he was going, there were
ew at the station.
Everett remarked to some of whom he
he should probably
:ook leave that
as he thought he
lever come back,
thould die in prison. Although he gave
tils age on the stand as 50, according to
the genealogical records in the Paris
town history he is 00, and this agrees
with the impression of his acquaintances
>f about his own age. His twelve years'
sentence, even with the full allowance,
will carry him pretty well toward being
in old man on his release.
Everett

j

was

tesday morning

South Paris Savings Bank.
The annual meeting of the South Taris
Savings Bank corporation was held at
the bank Thursday afternoon. The annual report of the treasurer shows deposit* of some over £>02,000, an increase
i»f about 910,000 from last year. This,
in view of the financial conditions, is re-

garded

as a

particularly good showing,

many of the banks of the state have
fallen off during the year. In the South
Paris bank there has been a steady gain
of approximately a thousand dollars a
month for some years.
To fill a vacancy in the incorporators,
caused by the death of H. E. Hammond,
U. H Heald was elected, and the old
board of trustees was re-elected, as folas

lows:

N. I>ayton Bolder.
William J. Wheeler.
John F. Plummer.
Albert W. Walker.
J. HaMIng·» I lean.
9. Porter Stearns.
Geor^d M. M wood.
Henry D. Hammond.
James 9. Wright.

George

the Methodist vestry
was followed by an
excellent entertainment.
The reader
•as Mrs. Harriet F. Marble of Gorham,
Η who rendered a variety of selections in a
very pleasing and effective
manner. The rest of the programme
*as made
up of musical numbers, including selections by the Misses Dean
; violin and organ, and vocal eoloe by
M:s* ('arrie A.
Gray, Miss Ilattie Leach,
*>d George A.
Hriggs.

Thursday

Grammar—Lily Price.

iid not for a moment admit—Everett
would be guilty of manslaughter by his
:estimony, for fastening Radcliffe into a
langerous place, where there was a large
juantity of high explosive.
Judge Whitehouse occupied some:hing more than an hour with his charge,
jiving, in his clear and pleasing style of
iddress. the law applying to the case,
ind reviewing the main features of the
îvidence. In regard to the state's posi:ion as to manslaughter, he instructed
;he jury in substance that if Radcliffe
ivas a marauder there Everett had the
?owers of an officer to detain him, but
hat if in the exercise of that power he
:oniined him in a place dangerous to
ife, and Radcliffe thereby suffered death,
ïverett would be guilty of manslaughter
inder the law of criminal negligence.
At 5:40 Monday afternoon the case was
;iven to the jury, and they retired to
heir room. Some later a supper was
>rougbt to their room for them, and
■arly in the evening Judge Whitehouse
ind the court officers assembled at the
;ourt house in readiness to receive a
rerdict if one should come. There was
ilso a sprinkling of spectators in the
•ear of the court room and the gallery.
Just before 9 o'clock there was a rap
j it the door of the jury room, and it was
; announced that the jury was ready to
eport. The prisoner was brought up,
ind the jury, interrogated by the clerk,
tnswered, "Guilty of manslaughter."
iverett heard the announcement without
hange of countenance, and if be felt any
imotion did not manifeet it.
It is understoocTthat on the first ballot
he jury stood eeven for a verdict of
nurder, two for manslaughter, and three

"Hooligan in New i'ork" which comes
Norway Opera House April 3d can
trnthfully be termed the quintessence of
a
fun. Unlike most comedies it has
Officers were subsequently elected by
main respon- the board of trustees a* follows:
plot, and this plot ia in the
ludicrous
mishaps
the
many
sible for
President— N. Da ν ton Bolster.
Vice-President—J. ila«tlnjfi Bean.
and complications that round out a solid
M Atwjod.

at

evening

to

three hours of fun.

The company that

Secretary and Treasurer—George

will present "Hooligan in New York"
Firemen's Notice.
The auhas been carefully selected.
has not
which
Annual
met
meeting for organization of
to
be
has
dience
yet
tire department will be held at Enbeen captivated by this mirthful comedy, the
Not a lit- gine House Hall Saturday, April 4, at
and its many special features.
According to the report of the state
fun is furnished by Flip, 7 o'clock, P. m. By order
treasurer for 194)7, Paris is decidedly tle of the
Chief Exginkkr.
which has been trained
line in the matter of sheep killed Hooligan's dog,
drilled by one of the best animal
and
dog*. The amount paid in damages
GOOD FOR EVERYBODY.
in America.
n Paris is
more than twice that paid in
any other town. By the way, two of
tûed.ijfi» which have been operating in
8 '"bble Hill
region, where the greatest destruction
has been done, bare been
Pnt out of the way. They were canght
r?d-handed, υΓ rather red-jawed, and
•not, some three weeks ago.

The second
Amid

scene

Joseph

j

trainers

Mr. Norman R. Coulter, a prominent
anThe Republican state committee
in the Delbert Building, San
of architect,
Goodwin
Forrest
Hon.
that
: "I
nounces
fully ndorse all
Re- Francisco, says
over the
will
preside
Skowhegan
that has been said of Electric Bitters as
State convention at Portland
It is
for

publican
April 30,

to elect

tional convention.

delegates

to the na-

Daniel E. Cole, 43 years of lge, combis cell in
mitted suicide by bangiog in
the
the Lewiston police station Sunday,
beHe had been arrested the night
_'2d.
unmarwas
fore for drunkenness. He

in the bankruptcy
of Kumforri Falls,

which a somewhat interesting hearing
held here two or three weeks ago,
before the United States Comin Portland. Amid and his ; ried
1
*'
brothers, Abraham and Casern,
is anew
*ere bound over on
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
the charge of con·
on the laxa•piracy to defraud creditors by conceal- remedy, au improvement
not gripe
a .arge
of former years, as it does
tives
of
Accord·
quantity
goods.
to take. It !
og to the testimony the goods wert or nauseate and is pleasant
For sale bj all druggist·.
"Wed away from the store In the
night. is guaranteed.
ό

c*me

missioner

jog

J

body.

SHIRT WAISTS.

QUARTER

Is the one you pay oat fort box of Dr.
King's New Life Pills. Tbey bring yon
the health that's more precious than
jewels. Try them for headache, bilious-

ness, constipation and malaria. If they
disappoint you the price will be cheerThe success of our Waist Department is due to several reasons.
fully refunded at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
store.
drug
First you will find our goods are made from the finest material that can be
used for the price, perfect in fit, of good workmanship, correct styles and
Born.

at right prices. Then the large amount used in several stores enables us
Id Mexico, March 21, to the wife of Waller
Harris, a daughter.
to have a
range of
In East H art fori, March, to the wife of Milton
L. Lure, a «laughter.
In North Pans, March 31, to the wife of Ella·
McKeen, a (laughter.
LAWN WAISTS, deep pointed yoke of CHINA SILK WAISTS, black and
In West Parle, March 27, to the wife of Wlkke
white, yoke of S cluster· of β baby
Val. lace and embroidery, lace inserHaverlneo, a daughter.
tucks each, One tucks on shoulders,
In Greenwood, March 21, to the wife of Arthur
tion, embroidery and tucks below
Tracv, a daughter.
....
12.08
extra full,
yoke, fine tuck· in back, lace trimmed
In North Waterford, to the wife of Leslie
08c
collar and cuffs, only
Hobaon, a daughter.
ALL OVER SWISS EMBROIDERED
WAISTS with tine tucks, collar and
LAWN WAISTS, front baa four row·
cuffs of embroidery to match, lace
Married.
fancy embroidery with clusters of fine
trimmed, exceptionally pretty, 12.98
tncks, embroidered panel, button
$1.49
front, tucked collar and cuffs,
In Norway, March 21. by Rev. C. A. Brook·,
NET WAISTS, white, mikado
LACE
Mr. Charles W. Ktherldge of Norway and Miss
BATISTE WAISTS, deep yoke of fine
He spoke words of comfort Ida M. Reed of ranton
of. They were held for assault upon an
style,
yoke of cluny lace front and
officiating.
and
costs
were
fines
the term
In Denmark, March 26, by Rev. A. C. Boyd,
and sympathy from different passages of
embroidery and Val. lace, finished
back, trimmed with Val. lace, cluny
officer, in an affair which made quite a | Daring
as
follows:
Mr.
Elmer
and
Hale
Mrs.
Annie
into the county treasury
Purrlngton.
with embroidery and lace, lace collar
lace cuffs, tacked collar, both lace
Scripture. The floral tributes were many
stir in its vicinity at the time of its oc- paid
50.00 and
•T. and E. Wilson, assault upon officer,..t
$1.9$
and cuffa,
....
|4.50
very beautiful given by relatives,
trimmed,
currence.
Deputy Sheriff George F Onofrlo Montlsano
et ale, costa on scire
Died.
31.05 friends, and Cornish Grange of which
Weeks, armed with a tax col,ector N
facias,
LINGERIE WAISTS, entire front of BLACK LACE NET WAISTS, front
110.00 abe was a member.
warrant, went to the Wilson house to Frank Sowlckls. nuisance,
lace insertion, lace edging and medal63.57
trimmçd with Vfcl. lace aod insertion,
single sale,
Mrs. Pendexter has ever maintained a
In East Dlxfleld, March 24, Cyrus Bishop.
arrest one Goodwin, a delinquent tax Harry Delong, common
115 32
lions, sleeves trimmed to correspond
seller,
Delong,
with medallions, band of wide lace
Harry
In Rumford Falls, March 25, Mrs. Annie
(3.57 pure and unblemished character, was a
for
waist
$2.50
paver, who was there. He was refused Charles Hammond, tingle sale
handsome
a
with front,
21 year*.
Insertion edged with ruffles of lace
113.57 faithful wife and devoted mother, always Bellakte, aged
admission to the house, and presuming | Charles Hammond, common seller
In West Bethel, March
Mrs.
Thomas
22,
100.00
over shoulders down front and back
house of 111 fame,
to promote the comfort and wel- Wheeler, aged ST years.
LAWN WAISTS, fine quality, entire
striving
that his warrant did not give him Onofrlo Montlsano,'
120.00
Isaac Bernstein, common seller
with pipings of silk taffeta, sleeve·
In Pepperell, .Maes., March 13, Fayette Blekfront of fancy embroidery with fine
62.S4 fare of her family.
authority to force an entrance, he secur- Jgnn Thatcher, single sale,
trimmed with three ruffles Val. lace,
aged 71 years.
She said during her last illness, "that neII,
118.85
John Thatcher, common seller,
tucks, embroidered cap over shoulders
ed from a trial justice a search
In Albany, March 12, Charles Grover, aged 60
58.12 it was a
cuffs and collar trimmed with Val.
John Thatcher, single sale
lace trimmed, Gibson effect, two rows
pleasure for her to do a kind- year», 17 days.
and accompanied by a posse, went
121.39
Slcholis Gentile, search and seizure,
14.98
lace with piping,
52 50
In Buckfleld, March 21, Dr. William Plnckney
embroidery in sleeves, only
to the house and secured his roan, after Lawrence Lavorgna. search and seizure, 120 29 ness, and she thought it was our duty, to
63 57 rlo unto others as we would that o'bers Brldgham, aged 93 vearr.
a pitched battle with the four women of, Joseph Paradis, idngle sale,
In Lewlcton, March 22, Rev. Fr. Michael J.
114.24
Paradis, common seller
should do unto us."
the household. Two of the
Hen 1er, aged about «8 years.
' Joseph
2.VltO
R P. Dearborn, nuisance
In Stow. March 22, Joseph Wiley, aged 68
She was taken away in the midst of
250.00
sequently paid fines imposed by Trial James GallHgher. nuisance
10 months.
years,
can
151 30 her usefulness when no one else
Justice Llewellyn A. Wadsworth, bu Joseph Wat-tun, search and seizure,
In Bethel, March 17. Mr?. Olive Chase An250.00
Dubce,
nuisance,
her
chilhearts
of
in
the
take her place
the other two have been in jail for about Joseph
widow of Κ. Κ
drews.
ndrews, aged 84 years,
2.VI.00
Simeon Laroche, nuisance,
a
500.01 dren, but let us remember that our loss 4 month', 3 days.
Edmund Tardlff, nuisance
to
that
beautiis
has
her
She
for
the
gone
gain.
Wright, who appeared
♦3,076.58 ful mansion, home of blest, and is safe
women, made a motion to have the case
Ashes Wanted.
in the love of the All Wise Father, who
dismissed on the ground that the search
holds us in the hollow of his hand.
warrant by virtue of which the officer
I
will
pay 12 cents a bushel for
"When thou passest through the waters,
entered Îhê house, was defective on its
wood ashes.
Let me know if you
CHDKCHES.
I will be with thee."
face. Judge Whitehouse did not upSecond Congregational Church, Rev. B. 3.
have any for me.
"Fold her, Ο Father* In thine arms,
hold the technicality, but decided that
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday,
And let her henceforth be
if the officer had in his possession the 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Y. P. 8.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
A messenger of love between
tax warrant he was fully authorized to| C. E., Sundav Evening, 630 P. M.; Social MeetOur human hearts and thee."
24
High St., South Paris.
13
.Ό0
P.
M.
7
Meeting,
;
weekly
Prayer
regular
enter the house, whatever the search ing,
W.
evening.
Tuesday
warrant may have been. It was finally
Davie,
Unlversallst Church, Bev. S. G.
Maine News Notes.
arranged that the women should plead Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
A. M. Sabbath School, 12Λ0: Y. P.C. U. meettime
of
the
in
and
consideration
guiltv,
ing. 7*» P. M.
a
in
were
had
been
Pastor.
given
jail, they
Rev. C· A. Brooks,
they
| Methodist Church,
Congressman Llewellyn Powers of the
sentence of one day.
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
7.Ό0 P.M., Fourth Maine District has been quite ill
The consideration of liquor cases was 12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting,
Tuesday evening; class meeting it bis home in
meeting,
prayer
Brookline, Mass., but is
then resumed, and the rest of Tuesday Friday evening.
Epworth League, Sunday
rhe evening, 6 Λ0 P. M.
IN
was practically devoted to them,
improving.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor..
juries were in attendance throughout
J. Cromwell Coolidge of Falmouth
Ρ reaching service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabbith School,
the day. but were not called upon to do 12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
Foreside, 70 years old, while working in
anything, a plea of guilty being entered M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
the woods was struck down by a falling
most of the cases, and
STATKD MEETINGS.
limb, and bis left hip was shattered. In Saws to File.
cases
these
All
mediately imposed.
that condition he dragged him if If half a
F 1A .M. Regular meeting of Oxforl Lodge,
were from Rumford Falls, and in moet| So.
or
on
I
mile before he got where any one could
18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening
cases there were three actions against before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, bear his cries.
Lie is in serious condion or
each respondent, one being an appeal | So. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening,
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A S. M., tion, but it is thought he will recover.
the Rumford Falls Municipal Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
The body of Warren Osborne, a river
Court, and the other two indictments No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
I will do your work at reasonable
Iriver, was found beside the Kennebec
In each case County Attorney Barnes full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Sorway Lodge.—Regular meeting
continued the nuisance indictment so as in <»dd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening. Fuver at Gardiner Monday, with a gun prices consistent with good work.
i-ac, $1.00,
ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c,
to have something with which to hold Wlldey Encampment, So. 21, meets In odd ihot wound in the head and a gun beEven- nde him.
He bad borrowed the gun to
the man to good behavior, but the other Fellows' Hail, -econd and fourth Friday
and 3.50 per pair.
Rel>ekah
Mt.
of
month.
each
Lodge,
3.00
Hope
2.50,
2.25,
1.50,
ings
duck hunting.
The coroner concases were disposed of by the ,roP0,,t'°D So.
58, meets on flrat and third Friday of each ;o
sidered death was due to an accident
of some penalty. In all cases of first month.
HEZEKIAH
Block
in
was
in
the act of drawing
K.
of
P.—Regular
Hathaway
while Osborne
meeting
offence, only fines were imposed, but in
Thursday Evening. u. R., A. O. Soyee :he
svery
it
his
and
decided
West Paris, Maine.
on.
gun toward
body,
others a jail sentence was
Division, So. 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, So. 33, P. S., second iras unnecessary to hold an inquest.
Mr. McCarthy appeared as
OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.50, 1.75,
month.
each
of
fourth
md
evenings
Friday
m
disthe
for most of the respondents
a not
addressed to a neighLeaving
P. of H.—Sorwav Grange meets second and
and 3.50 each.
$3.00
W.
u.
cases.
of
their
Judge
position
Fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall. jor saying that be was tired of living and
N'ewell of Lewiston was associated with
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, So. 54, meets In
drank a pint of carbolic acid, Wiliad
Sew G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
iam Pottle of Pittston, a farmer, .10 years
month.
and Nicholas sfea^h
W. R. C.—Meets In Sew G. A. R. Hall, Mon- )f age, who had recently separated from
Gentile paid each $100 and «20.29 costs lay evening.
!>is wife, committed suicide. His dead
THE NEW LINE OF WALL PAPER IS NOW
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, So. 177, meets in
on a search and seizure.
PotSew G. A.R. Hall, on the tlrst and third Wed- jody was found in bed on the 21st.
OVER 7000
r»«ir.r,<T
READY FOR INSPECTION.
Charles
Hammond, Harry Delong, nesday evenings of each month.
:le's horse was found in the barn halfΟ. υ. A. M.—Sorway and South Paris Council,
roll.
Joseph l'aradis and John Thatcher each
to
from
the
Ilumano
PRICE
an
officer
and
ROLLS.
35c per
itarved,
5c
10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
paid $50 and costs for single sale, and So.
Is to focus the rays of light
society was obliged to kill the animal.
îvenlng.
.*100 and coste for common seller.
U. <>- P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, So. 199, meets
at the proper point, thus relecond and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
\ RELIABLE SPRING MEDICINE.
month.
lieving the muscles and
I*. O. G. C·—Sorway Commandery, So. 247,
nerves of the strain that
WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST LINES WE
m"ets second and fourth Thursday evenings of |
on a
jach month
would fall upon them if
UF
THE
PEOPLE
IN ALL GRADES.
RECOMMENDED TO
HAVE EVER SHOWN.
in
meets
So.
2,
Ryerreceived a sentence of $100 and costs) K. G. E.—Oxford Castle,
<on hall, every Thursday evening, September to I
SOUTH PARIS.
they were unassisted by
THEM.
AND
SEE
CALL
to
third
Thursday evenings, May
May, fln-t and
lenses.
At this season of the year there is
Kennedy, on several cases.
September.
a man, woman or child in South
aardly
ceived sentences of fine and imprisonin
town
1
U
Hon. Wm. T. Haines was
Wed-1 Γ» 1 1. Λ
lie went to jail, where he will
ment.
uesday and Thursday of last week.
and enrich the blood, to induce an
have to remain at least four ®ont
purify
down
after
settled
have
Matters
again
to promote digestion and create
and if he does not pay his fines, four |
To relieve with glasses trousession of Sunreme Judicial Court. I ippetit>>,
itrength, and we are safe in saying we
m
interwith
others
ofticors
and
bles that are sapping the
:iave never sold anything in our store
received sentences | Attorneys
ested have left for their homes.
nerve supply by causing the
to the cod liver preparation Vinol
which amounted to *250 tine, ana costs
;qual
The last entertainment of the high for this
purpose.
muscles to work in an effort
in three cases, besides sixty days in jail, I
course was given at the Opera
school
to
is
so
far
The reason Vinol
superior
and if he pays none of the lines will
to do their own focusing.
House last week. The venture was not >ld-fashioned cod liver oil and emulsions
85 MARKET
have to remain in jail seven months.
A balance was
a money making affair.
is because it is made by a scientific, exThe assault case against I. W. Hobthe
class
of
S.
contributed by the members
MAINE.
PARIS,
SOUTH
:ractive and concentrating process from
bins, which was tried a year ago and rein all to about $36.
fresh cods' livers, combining with pepsulted in a disagreement, was noil amounting
fountsoda
his
has
sold
Beck
EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
Frank II.
tonate-of-iron all the medicinal, healing
proesed.
ain to John II. Fletcher. Mr. Fletcher
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
Wednesday's programme, as far as the moved it to his store in the Hathaway ind body building elements of cod liver
but no oil.
was
forenoon was concerned,
pretty !
Mr. Fletcher will have )il,
week.
this
Block
As a spring medicine and a body
nearly a repetition of Tuesday's. It was a first class soda counter this season.
builder and strength creator for old peoassumed that all except the cases for
NOTICE.
A NEW LINE OF ....
....
F. E. Boothby, candidate for
Col.
trial had been disposed of Tuesday
ple, delicate children, weak, run-down The subscriber hereby give* notice that he I
was born in Norway and was
governor,
is
unafter
sickness
Vinol
I
has been duly appointed administrator of the
persons, and
afternoon, but as case after caee was une of the
has
He
school
boys.
Norway
excelled, and you know what you are estate of
called up Wednesday morning,
warm friends here who would be
CHARLES » MUZZY, late of Canton,
taking.
tions began, and one after another they inany
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
of
the
him
see
to
good
governor
pleased
of Burlington, Vt., bonde a-· the law directe. All persona having
Rose
the
enMrs.
to
from
the
Lavigne,
docket,
disappeared
old state.
i
«■rites:
"Vinol is the best spring medi- demande against the estate of «aid deceased
richment of the county treasary.
desired to present the same for settlement,
Lenten services will be held at the ;ine I have over
used; it creates an ap- are
R. F. Dearborn and James Gallagher
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
church. The first meetthe blood and takes pavment Immediately.
of Rumford Falls first took their place Congregational
purifies
petite,
will be held on Tuesday evening and
DENNIS J. KYTHEK.
Mar. 17th, 1908.
all fepling of lassitude."
in the dock, and were fined $250 each in ing
the week. Bev. B. S. lway
We could go on quoting from hunTwo continue through
a nuisance case, which they paid.
Howard
Rev.
Hideout will be assisted by
dreds of such letters, but simply ask the
other liquor casee against Gallagher
Mudie of the Second Parish church,
1 SHALL BE PLEASED TO SHOW THEM IF YOU
of South Paris to try Vinol this
were continued.
people
of
McWhorter
Mr.
Rev.
and
Portland,
to
return
took
on
our
Falls
money
Peter l'erry of Rumford
guarantee
spring
DON'T CARE TO BUY.
South Paris.
Tho Rubber
F. A. Shurtif they are not benefited.
sentence in two cases. In one of them, I
sentenced
court
nenry
The municipal
Boots With
appealed from the Rumford Falls court, D >wns for liquor selling to paya fine of letT & Co., Druggists, South Paris, Me.
Leather Soles
for single sale, the sentence of $50 and
in
serve
and
to
thirty days
$ΰΟ and costs
Made Weinr-Y.pht
costs and thirty days in jail was affirmand Stay So
in default to pay fines and costs 30
ed, and in the other, as common seller, I jail, additional. John F. Hopkins for
and
days
a fine of $100 and costs was imposed.
intoxication was lined $3 and costs, in
Incubators and
Compound
MAINE.
a I
Ridlonville
of
Watson
paid
SOUTH
Joseph
PARIS,
default to 30 days in jail.
Zero Brooders.
fine of $100 in a search and seizure case, I
of the Universalist church
ladies
The
together with costs of $51.30 in two circle enjoyed the evening with Mrs. W.
The combination that caused such
cases, and a nuisance case was continued. I
F. Jones Friday.
a sensation in 1907.
The single sale case against Rose Barthe
O.
entertained
II.
Mrs. C.
Sargent
rett was continued, she pleading nolo I
Κ and Roundabout Clubs Tuesday evenEO<iS FOR ΙΙΛΤΟΠΙΝΟ
contendere, and she was allowed to go. I
on Cottage Street. Whist
home
at
her
From I'urc Hrt l K. C. Rhode Island Reds.
Joseph Dubee and Simon Laroche of ing
was the order and refreshments were
INCUBATOR EGGS ESPECIALLY.
Rumford Falls paid a fine of $250 each served
during the evening.
Day Old Chicks for Sale After June ist.
for liquor nuisance, and were discharged. I
McKeen of Fryeburg,
Walker
B.
Hon.
Vec«»rnni'"'t!ntapaircf RubThe last of the Rumford Falls cases I
berhide boois i ! outw.T.r two pairs of
while stopping at the Beals House, made
Write me your wants or call and see rae.
was against Edmund Tardiff, and it be!
all rubber b.> -is t r we will uiano wood the
best
friends a call.
in money.
be his Norway
j difference in wear
gan to look as if there was really to
Mrs. Chas. F. Ridlon's Sunday School
A lirst quality rubber 1 »<t with a rubber welt
W. C.
some meat in that.
Negotiations had class will serve a clam supper at Concert
ûole to which an ou:er-snle of the best heavy
SOUTH PARIS. ΠΕ.
Oak Leather is mttd. Cannot pull apart
apparently failed, the prisoner took his Hall Thursday evening, April 2. The 36 Pleasant St..
I Rock
13 ·.'«
I or leak. Leather insole prevents sweat.
place in the dock, and a jury was em-1 supper will be followed by a first-class !
Qsn Be Half"Soled
paneled for the trial, Mr. McCarthy and entertainment.
Fine Farm for Sale.
or tapped by any cobbler, and still not
Judge Newell taking their places at the
A. W. Walker & Son lost a valuable
leal:. Protect the feet. Lots more
table for the defence. Then another!
location
and
beautiful,
at Norway Lake Saturday.
healthy
horse
High,
comfort. Great for ditching, spading
halt was called, and after a brief con132
cr any hard, wet work.
"Our Boys" at the Opera House Wed- one-half mile from Oxford P. 0.
sultation with the attorneys Judge
fine
area
local
woodland,
grass
talent, acres, large
evening, April 8, by
Will Save You
Whitehouse remarked to the jurors, nesday
be
fruit
will
115
E.
land
and
trees,
large
Oelricb,
assisted by Chester
pasturage,
"You may take a recess of ten minutes.
It
wide
Sisters.
liouae
bath,
the
piazzas,
barn,
for the benefit of
Pythian
perfect,
We are making good progress." After
furnace, electric wiring, six sleeping
is said to be most pleasing.
the recess nothing further was said to
S. W.
Fred
Mrs.
closets.
and
Mr.
of
son
Address,
little
rooms, large
The
the jury, it having been arranged that
lOtf
Send for
Perry of Norway Lake was taken to the Wellington, Oxford, Maine.
the respondent should pay fines amountand prices with full descripCentral Maine General .Hospital, Lewiebe
and
tion
to
$500
discharged.
ing
ton, Friday for an operation for appendiThen County Attorney Barnes an- citis.
He was operated upon Saturday
nounced that there was nothing further and is now doing well.
All bills due me for coal must be
on his docket for the jury, and all jurors
Frank H. Noyes will return from the
within thirty days, or they will
paid
were finally excused, Judge Whitehouse
immonth
of
the
south the first
greatly
he left with a lawyer for collection.
and
assuring them that while their services I proved in health.
had not been arduous they had been
CHARLES E. BRETT.
A. L. Cook has greatly improved his 13-14
MAINE.
SOUTH
PARIS,
valuable.
South Paris, March 30,
barber shop with paint and paper.
For a term in which so large an
union temperance meeting at the
A
amount of actual business has been
STATE OF ΙΠAINE.
Congregational church Sunday evening.
done, there has been a surprisingly I The Norway High School junior speakOXFORD, 88.
small amount of work for the
To the Honorable Juitlces of the Supreme Judiing exhibition, on account of the ReOnly two cases had a Tull trial, and bekah entertainment at South Paris
cial Court next to be holden at Rum ford
Kalis within and for the County of Oxford
those were criminal cases. One of them
to
has been postponed
Friday
10th,
April
on the second Tuesday of May, 1906.
was the Everett case, resulting in a ver17th.
April
evening,
M. Corson of said Rumford would libel
Annie
was
the
other
dict of manslaughter, and
John E. Stephens of Rumford Falls
and give this honorable court to be Informed
the case of Harry Delong, convicted of
h.
was lawfully married to Wallice L.
a
20
she
with
that
week
p.
this
was in town
Cot ton at Weet Poland, Me., on the 27th day of
liquor nuisance. One side of two other Reo car. He drove up from Portland.
that since said Intermarriage she has
May,
1905;
one
and
small cases, one civil
criminal,
Lee Templeton was called to Bradford
been u chaste and alTcctlonatc wife toward her
was presented, but both were withdrawn
his
bat that he, regardless of his marof
death
said
the
husband,
week
of
the
the first
by
of Norway, Maine,
from the jury without defence.
riage covenants and obligations, has been guilty
who had been sick for

styles.

large

|

b^ck |

Μγ°1

MuKWAÏ,

|

Norway, Maine.

Bring in Your Watches
Clocks, Jewelry, Etc.
For Repairs.

Γη

sentence^im-

Spring Specialties
OUR

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

Any Old Thing.

ffom

| Lace

«n^ed

Duty of
Spectacle Lenses

The

Lawrence °Lavorena

Wall Papers.

Carpets and Art Squares.

received TsenCce TllWand cosù|
aI1Ben Marquis,^

^Charles

eear®J^nJ

87

Couch and Table Covers
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]

Curtains.
$1.25,

FARRAR,

|

re-1

~

«

WE ARE ABLE

A

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,

James0"'McGee

SQUARE,

RICHARDS,

i

Neckwear, Belts and Shirt
Waists; fluslin and

negotia-1

Summer Underwear.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

\

Something New.

Fancy Goods,

Millinery

a B. 4 Z. a PRINCE

THAYER,

ARE SHOWING

They

Money

Catalog

Coal Bills Must Be Paid

I

Furnisher,

FOR 8 CENTS.

New Dress

190S.

Announcement.

jury.)

Apron Ginghams

PLUMMERJ

J. F.

Clothier

Ginghams

10, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.

For

CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.

grandmother,

Wednesday afternoon
largely occupied with cleaning up

The session of
was

some

time.

NO USE TO DIE.
"I have found out that there is no use
to die of lung trouble as long as you can
get Dr. King's New Discovery," says
Mrs. J. P. White, of Rushboro, Pa. "I
would not be alive to-day only for that
wonderful medicine. It loosens up a
couch quicker than anything else, and
is
cures lung disease even after the case
pronounced hopeless." This moet reliable remedy for coughs and colds, lagrippe, asthma, bronchitis and hoarseA.
ness, is sold under guarantee at F.
Shurtleff & Co's drug store. 50c. and
•Î1.00. Trial bottle free.

the docket and routine matters, and a
short session was held Thursday morning to attend to a few small matters and
close up the formal proceedings. At a
little before 11 o'clock Thursday the
final proclamation was made and the
March term of court was over.
The trial on the indictment against S.
D. Andrews and A. L. F. Pike for defiling the water of the Norway Water Co.'s
system was assigned for Wednesday,
but before the day came it was arranged
by the attorneys that the case should be
continued till October, and an injunction
was issued restraining the parties named
No priest living in Maine has such a
and the Norway Water Co. from pumpthe
ing from the tannery brook until further long record of service as was to
order of court.
credit of the late Father Sweron, who
During the term the following divorces died last week after half a century of
were decreed :
work in northern Aroostook.

tonic medicine.
everygood
from Ueorge F.
It correcte stomach, liver and
Kimball of Portland. Adultery
7
a
in
and
effiprompt
H. II. Hastings.
kidney disorders
cient manner and build· up the system."
Annie M. Gordon of lumford from Loren M
Electric Bitters is the beat spring medi- Gordon of Kumford. Cruel and abusive treat
cine ever sold over a druggist's counter;
Blanchard.
50c.
as a blood parifier it is uuequaled.
P*rie from William
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'a drug store.
I
y.ofî,orwaT· Cruel *n<1 abu«lve treat
ment and extreme cruelty. Name of libelant
Mothsr Gr»y'i Swwt Powder* for Children,
changed to Nellie Florence Whitman.
A. J. Stearns.
Successfully use·! by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverish
Alice 8. Cole of Bethel from Albert L. Cole of
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
Nam60f llbel«'banged
and regulate the Bowels ana Destroy Worms.
Over 30,000 testimonials. They never fail. At all
Herrlck Λ Park.
16c.
F&KK.
Allen
Sample
Address,
druggists,
8. Olmsted, Le Boy, M. Y.
Naaman Bobbin· of Bnmford from Ella F,

a

THE LUCKY

cruelty.

Blanebard.

ιτι^Λ)?1·#S'-î*4'1.oi

NMM,Jri°rvnceUbb?,of

toAZs.tt.

BEST HEALER IN THE WORLD.

Rev. F. Starbird, of East Raymond,
Maine, says: "I have used Bucklen's
Arnica Salve for several years, on my
old army wound, and other obstinate
the
sores, and find it the best healer in
world. I use it too with great euccese
Price 25c.
in my veterinary business."
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
: In a Pinch, use ALLEV'S FOOT-EASK.
We
A powder for ttre<l. aching, swollen feet.
have over 30,000 testimoniale. All drunlete, 25c.
frke
Trial
anbatltate.
package
Don't accept any
by mall. Addreaa Allen S. Olmated, Le Boy, N.Y.

Begs

to announce that

January
Its hours to the

commencing

1908,

i,

public

follows

are as

:

9 a. n. to 3 p. in.

Saturday*:

of cruel and abusive treatment of your said
libellant, and being able to labor and snppoit
and
your eAld libellant, he has grossly, wantonly
cruelly refused and neglected so to do; and be
and
conof
has also been constant!}- guilty
gross
firmed habits of Intoxication ; and your libellant
further avers that the resilience of her said huaband is unknown to her; that she has been unable, by use of reasonable diligence, to ascertain
the residence of the sal I libelee.
Wherefore she prays right and justice, and
that the bonds of matrimony existing between
her and her naid husband may be dissolved according to law in such cases made and provided.
Dated at Rumford Fall*, Maine, this 28th day
of March, 1908.

ANNIE M. COBSON.

0 A. ITI. to 1.15 P. HI.
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South

Paris
Power

Light, Heat and
Company.

STATE OF MAINE.
OXFORD,

March

88.

Subscribed and

(8KAL.)

26th,

1906.

to before me,
JOHN P. SWASEY,
Notary Public.

sworn

Stats of Maine.
Oxford, ss :
ANNUAL MEETING.
in Vacation. I
Judical
Court,
Supreme
March 28, A. D. 1908. |
Upon the Fokeooino Libkl, ORDERED,
South Paris, Maine, March 17, 1P08. That the Libelant give notice to the aaid Wallace
Notice Is hereby given that the annual L. Corson, Llbellee, to appear before the Justice
our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
meeting of the stockholders of th.> South of
Rumford, within and for the County of Oxford,
Paris Light, Heat and Power Company on the second Tuesday of May. A. D. 1908, by
to act upon the following articles will be publishing an attested ropy οt said libel, and
weeks successively in
held at the oflice of the Treasurer on Fri- this order thereon, three
the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper urlnted In
day, April 10, 1008, at two o'clock P. M, Paris, In our County of Oxford, the first publiTo hear the report of the cation to be 80 days at least prior to said second
First:
and
Tuesday of May, 1906, that he may there
Treasurer.
then In our aald Court appear and show cause If
Second: To see if the Company wil any be have why the prayer of said Libelant
vote to sell additional shares of iti should not be granted.
HENRY C. PEABODY,
treasury stock.
Justice of the Supreme Jndlclal Court.
Third: To elect officers for the ensuA true copy of libel and order of conrt thereon.
Atteat: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
ing year.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Trots John P. Swaaey, attorney for Libellant.
13-14

(seal)
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of

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

Winter Footwear,
including Wool Boots, Socks, Leggins, Wool Slippers,
Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact, we
carry

a

full line of

FIRST

everything you

CLASS

would expect to find in

SHOE

a

STORE,

Our store is open Monday
We
closes other nights at 6:15.

prices
Saturday evenings,
h*ve extra help Saturday evenings.

and

and

our

are

the lowest.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera Houee Block, Norway, Maine.
Telephone 118*8·

CASTORIA For Infants and Chfldren.
Πι KUYii Han Ahws Boi{it

Bears the

"T1*

-

IM—Bp

HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.
Unsuspected

worms

ait

the

Correspondence on topics of Internet to the ladle·

numérota little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
cause of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and often-tirees adults feel ont of sorts, are
irritable, feel lisdess and unrefreshed in the morning ; suffer with
rindigestion, hare a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath ;
hard and full belly, with occasional gri pings and pains about the navel ; eyes
heavy, and dull ; itching of the nose ; short, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
slow fever ; and often in children, convulsions—in the majority of case* the
cause of all the trouble is «iras though you may not suspect their presence.
cause of

U aoQclted. Addreee: Editor Homjuluuus'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me.

No. 73.—Hidden Cities.
1. The people of the United States
will always remember Lincoln.

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

vegetable compound, has been the standard
household remedy since 1S51 ; it never fail* to
e^cpel not on!v worms but all waste matter, leavi::;; the bîoo«f rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bout 's regular and the w!iole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True'»
EUir regularly is wise, because it not only increases the appetite, acts as a preventative of
coughs, cold, lever and worms but gives rugged,
pure

w\

DR. J. F. TRI E & CO.,
Auburn, Me.

I "THE
Oil.

I

Manure Spreaders,

Call

purchasing

a

—

the

see

White.

THAYER,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

Riieiimalic Pains Conquered by
First Dose of Uric-O.

SOUTH PARIS.
I

Builders' Finish !

A Trial Free to All Who Never Used It.
Mr. Frank Howe. « prominent farmer of BaldI «visited the beet physiuinsville, Ν. V., says:
cien In this country, who treated me for about
I epeut In that time
two yeirs for rheumatism.
several hundred dollars an<l seemed to grow

I wlil furnteh UOORS ami WINDOWS of any
SX/*· or Style at reasonable prices.

Being on
w >ree Instead of better each day.
crutches and forced to drive to the train and
hobbling to the doctor's office became very dlsand
If lu want of any kind of Finish for IneMe or | courtiglug, let alone the sleepless nights
Outside work, sem! In your onlers. Pine Lum
fearful hours of pain. Being advised by a frlen l
ber αη·1 Shingle* on ba!td (.heap for Cash.
! I purchased Smith's Urlc-0 prescription, took It
home and used it that day as directed.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work i

M itche-i liar! Wood Floor Boards for sale.

F.
Weet

W.

Sumner,

CHAHnLEK,

W. A. Porter,

J

stance It gave remarkable relief."
Anyone who doubts Mr Howe's

experience Is
Invite ! to write him for further detail*.

SOUTH PARIS,
Agont for

Is

"Those fearful sciatic pains left me, my blood
seemed to let loose and flow freely, I felt different and knew the next morning I had found a
cure, as 1 slept and rested well all that night,
mething I had not dore before for two years.

1 ujed In all el* bott'es of Urlc-O ami have never
Malsc. felt a return of the disease, had no use for
j crutches or canc since the first dty's treatment.
"I have since recommended Urlc-O to hundreds
1
of friends and acquaintances and In every In-

....

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,
MANAGER.
First-c!ass work done.

!

The manufacturers have so much conBdence
In the remedy that they will g'adly give a large
73c bottle of t'rtr-O free to all Rheumatics who
have never used It and are looking for a i>ermanent, lasting cure for this most distressing dls-

| ease.

tiial, Smith Drug Co.,
Bldg., Syracuse, S. Y.
I'rlc-O Is sold and personal y recommended In
Sou'h Paris by K. A. Shurtleff A Co., South
'j
12-13
Paris, Me.

Family Washings

Specialty.

FOR SALE.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consiste of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a tine view.
These build*
pure water on premises.
ings a:θ well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South l'aris,
Maine.

REMEMBER!
Morris Klain,

Norway, Me.

Can afford to an-l will pay more for rage, rubbers, an«t metal than any stranger that calls to
your hou«e.
lie pays from $ό to $U per tun for Iron <lellvere-l to bin· here.
lie buys foMed newspaper».
lie Is payloi; fur tiiWcl ra»;e, 1 cent :i poun I.
Rubber·, according to market.
Pays market
price for bran sacks.

PARKER'S

HAIR

BALSAM

CUark* λι d beautifies the hair.
Γγ·.»ιχι< »t«i a luxuriant growth
Never Fails to Koetoro Gray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Cure· «calp \1 «*+*·■% il hair toiling.
wOc.ai:<l %l.u>at l>n:gisf

STATE OF

IflAlNE.

! COUNTY

March 9th, lyoc
is.
OF
Taken this nluth da. of March, A. l>. l'JUs. on
exécution dated Feb. 15th, 1308, Issued on a
our Su! judgment tendered by the Justices of Franklin
: prime Judicial Court for the county of
the
flrst
on
held
and
thereof
nt the term
begun
Tu»· "lav of February, to wit : On the 12th da
of February. 1-os, lu favor of Sarah F. Blethen
lof Strung, in sail county of Franklin, agttn*t
Fred A. Flint of sai l Strong, for live hum! ed
dltv two dollars and llfty cents, debt or damage,
and fourteen <k 1 ars and flfty-flve cents, costs of
suit, ami will be sold at public auction at the
office of Wright A «heeler. In Paris, In said
county of < >xf >rd, to the highest bidder, on the
twentieth dav of May, A. l> 190S, at ten o'clock
In the forenoon, the foil >wlng described real est ite. ;>nd .11 the right, title and Interest which
I the ral't Fred Λ Hint has aud had In and to the
! *ame on the Ûrèt day of May, A D. 1D07, at two
hours ami ti.e udnute<< In the afternoon, the time
when t*e same was attached on the writ In the
'same suit, to wit: a certain tract or parcel of
I nd situated In Lincoln I I intailon. In the sal
county of Oxford and state of Maine, better
known a- Wilton's Mil s, bounded as follows,
Flint farm, eastnortherly by the oi l Fred
erly by Bennett land, southerly by the Taylor
p'.ace, t nd westerly by the Magalloway river,
exceit one acre occupied by one Fox.
11A Kit Y I». COLE, Deputy Sheriff.
II Li

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS
A

DAILY
NEWS-

PAPER.

j

j

[

Desirable Residence for Sale.
The Capt H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
TAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

Watch
Fine
Key

Pie

No. 75.—Diamond.
1.
1. A consonant. 2. A kitchen utensil.
3. A precious stone. 4. A sailor. 5. A
consonant.
II.
1. A consonant. 2. An exclamation.
3. To cover from Injury. 4. Is to sum

RICE

milk,
cup of sugar,
one-quarter teaspoon of salt, one cup of
well-washed rice, and any desired flavoring to taste. Bake a long time, slowly.
It is best of all when baked all day with
a banked fire.
HOT

ise

No. 78.—Word Squaros.
1. I often give th;> chief Interest tc
a story. 2. Free from Irregularities. 8.
That which Is genuine. 4. Alone in its

SOUR

One

WHITE

S

cay.
4. A means of conveyance, a Back
and a vowel.
5 A coujuuctlou. state of equality,
un article and a boy's nickname.
β. A city In Peru, a verb and an article.
7. To whirl, an article and two let-

Tri-Weekly

is u metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
it is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,

ami contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspajwr you may ne kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, bui vou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

LIN

L

Α

Χ

Ο

Τ

Η

I

Β

2.

MATTERS

a

Ρ

Α

Τ

Κ

L

L

A

CRM
8

8

1. Holds. 2. Tenor. 3. Plant.
4. Crate. 5. Sorts.
No. OS.—Charade: The Star Spangled
Ramier.
No. 09.—A Famous Character: Sludbad the Sailor.
No. 70.—Combinations: 1. Pen, rest,

present. 2. Plan, east, pleasant.
II. Mud.
No. 71.—Riddles: 1. Rain.

No. 72.—A Few Orations: 1. Adoraa Exploration.
2. Corroboration,
tion. 4. Elal>oratiou. .V Amelioration.
0. Deterioration. 7. Peroration.

Spiegel,

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

No false pretense has marked the caof Ely's Cream Balm. Being entirely harmless, it is not responsible like
ihe catarrh snuffs and powders, for
minds shattered by cocaine. The great
virtue of Ely'a Cream Balm is that it
speedily and completely overcomes nasal
catarrh and hay fever. Back of this
statement is the testimony of thousands
and a reputation of mauy years' success.
reer

S. P. MAXIM &

SON, Agents, South Paris, Γίβ.'

AU druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely
Bros., 50 Warren Street, New York.

"John, I can't make np my
whether to ohriaten the baby after
Jane or Annt Mary.1'
"Oh, Aunt Jane, of course.
qnite as rich and ever so much
delicate."

mind
Aunt
She's
more

THIS IS WORTH REMEMBERING.
Whenever you have a cough or cold,
jast remember that Foley's Honey and
Tar will onre it. Do not riak your health
by taking any but the genuine. It is in
For sale by all drug• yellow package.

gist·.

COCOA

FR08TIN0.

FROSTING.

BOILED

(New York Son.)
Tbe United States acquired tbe exposition habit about 35 years ago, when an
appropriation of 9163,842.61 was made
for a display in Vienna. Tbe next affair
wan tbe Centennial in Philadelphia in
1776, which cost the federal treasury
nearly $800,000. Since that time appropriations have been made for 28 others,
14 of them domestic, and 14 foreign. Tbe

total appropriation,

inoluding Vienna

and Philadelphia and all other shows,
down to and including the Jamestown
Tair, has been «27,187,773.72.
Deducting the «6,227,046.43 which has
been repaid, there is left a national ex$21,000,000 for the
penditure of
entertainment and education of American citizens and foreigners by means of
fairs and expositions. Tbe 15 foreign
displays have cost us $2,300,675, and the
remainder is charged to the domestic
account.
Having acquired tbe habit, it is difficult to break it, and exposition funds
are now virtually included in our fixed
charges. Jamestown appears to bave
cost us about $2,500,000; yet undismayed by that experience, Congress is nuw
disposed to give Seattle for her AlaskaYukon-Pacific exposition next year the
Ecuador has invited
sum of $1,175,000.
us to make a display at Quito next year;
Argentina will probably ask us to take
part in her centennial in 1910 and Japan
is to have an important exposition in
1912.
We believe a few others, domestic and
foreign, are being planned. Tbe foreign
exhibits are not usually expensive and
from an advertising standpoint are
doubtless profitable. They are, moreover, a courtesy which we cannot well
decline. Tbe Paris affair of 1900 cost us
a trifle less than $1,500,000, and the show
in that city in 1889 cost us $250,000. The
range of other foreign expenditures is
from $5000 in three instances to $187,460
in Paris in 1878. The domestic account
shows such items as Buffalo, $1,000,000;
New Orleans, $1,650,000; Chicago, $4,800,000, and St. Louis, $0,444,000.
In tbe face of the fact that appropriations have been made for expositions at
Philadelphia (2), at Cincinnati (2), New

nearly

Orleans, Louisville,

Chicago, Atlanta,

Becarrçe
Hero.

a

The Howards lived so far in tb*
τοπ η try that their nearest neighbor was
quite two uiilus away, and communica-

tion with the town was carried on by
the restless young Howards, who were
constantly going to and fro.
Just now Ernest, the youngest Howard. was kept a prisoner at home, the
result of a fall from his bicycle and a
consequent sprained knee, and so be

limped

all

ty lonely

tic ocean

to

me

^eieue»

oca,

αιι

;

"Henry,"

"do you still love me?"

"More than ever, darling!" was Henfervent answer.
uncomfortable affliction, a sore mouth,
Then there was an eloquent silence.
with which so many poor babies are
"Henry," she gasped, turning her pale,
troubled wheu their mouths are not kept ghastly face away, "1 thought that would
make me feel better, but it doesn't!"
perfectly clean.
If a child is injured or stunned by a
A severe cold that may develop into
fall or a blow, take him at onco to the
the pneumonia over night, can be cured
his
him
flat
on
air.
back,
Lay
open
and
head slightly higher than the body. Put quickly by takiug Foley's Honey
most obstinate
cold water or ice about the head and pre- Tar. It will cure the
cough and strengthen your
pare a hot mustard bath for the feet. If racking
is in a yellow packthe child remains in a stupor, it may be lungs. The genuine
For sale by all druggists.
nccessary to apply warm water to the age.
body. The same treatment should be
Benevolent Old Man—I am sorry,
given to an adult, though the treatment Johnny, to see you bave a black eye.
can be more heroic.
Promising Youth—You go home and
When the baby can sit up straight and
be sorry for your own little boy. He's
with
be
safely propped up
strong it can
two.
pillows and allowed to amuse itself, but got
serious harm can come from forcing
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is anew
babies to sit before they are strong remedy, an improvement on the laxaenough. Early walking is dangerous, tives of former years, as it does not gripe
especially for city children. Hosts of or nauseate and is pleasant to take. It
children acquire weak ankles, bandy legs is guaranteed. For sale by all drnggista.
and knock-knees from being urged or
All Serene.
permitted to walk when too young.
If a child persistently breathes through
trust
The
pushed the button
president
chilits mouth consulta surgeon. Such
and the general counsel stood before
become
deaf,
dren appear stupid, may
him.
and always suffer ill effects, which may
"Have the books been burned?"
tbe
from
canse lifelong annoyance,
"They have."
This
obstruction behind the nose.
"Has the mortgage been erased, the
obstruction is very common, and it can
bond* stolen and the safe buried?"
be easily removed by a simple operation.
"It has been done."
Never place an infant on its back when
"Then announce to the government
Great injury, often perout of doors.
that we have nothing to conceal."
manent, is done to the eyes by the strong
light they are exposed to. Let a mother
NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
look up at the sky for five or ten minutes
are pleased to announce that FoWe
herself.
for
and judge
and Tar for coughs, colds
Twelve Dont's.—Don't worry chil- ley's Honey
and lung troubles is not affected by the
dren.
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
Don't worry about them. Guardian
contains no opiates or other harmful
the
twentieth
in
even
still
exiet,
angels
safe
drugs, and we recommend it as a
century.
For
for children and adults.
Don't lose your temper with children. remedy
sale by all druggists.
Don't give way when you have decided on any plan for them.
A Westener visiting New York was
with
Don't leave them too much
held np by a highwayman witb the deservants.
mand, "Give me your money or I'll
Don't repel their little confidences.
brains out."
Don't get impatient at their most un- blow your
"Blow away," said the Westerner.
answerable questions.
"You can live in New York without
Don't indulge them foolishly.
but you can't without money."
and
brains,
them
to
Don't forget
encourage
to
efforts
little
their
you.
please
praise
NO CASE ON RECORD.
Don't show favoritism.
There is no case on record of a congh
Don't disagree about them. The faconther and mother should always be in or cold resulting in pneumonia or
unison in their training.
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
Dou't forget that they are God's chil- has been taken, as it will stop your
cough and break up your cold quickly.
dren lent to yon for a season.—Bx.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
Knives will take a brighter polish if a Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
tore.,
little baking soda is mixed with the Contains no opiate· and is safe and
*

knife polish.

ry's

For sale bj all druggists.

—

Family
Remedy]
August

14,

afternoon,
had gone
left to amuse

himself

indoors

and Pictures,

in the UNITED

payable any where

STATES, we are prepared to leaae
check* for any amount ON MORE
THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES
and TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,
AMERICA,
SOUTH
AFRICA,
MEXICO, and tbe WEST INDIES,
AUSTRALIA, and tbe EAST INDIES, tbe PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

1905.

Yours respectfully,
Mary

Picture Frames

—

MONEY ORDERS

"Would fay in regard to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters they are invaluable in
cases of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family use."
Mrs.

Ιο Addition to Our Refular

Mats, Mirrors

earned a

High Grade
in

National Bank,

Norway

Fifteen minutes on a wheel
away.
would have made it, and he looked
Then a bright
sadly at Ills knee.
thought came to him, and he went as
quickly as he'could to the stable. He
found old Charlie in his stall and a
much battered buggy, and he went to
work as w<<1l as he could to get them
ready for travel. Old Charlie had once
been a race horse, and something in
the keen air sent the blood coursing
through his velue as Ernest led him
outside, so by the time he was hitched

up lie was as impatient to be off as in
the days of his youth. Five minutes
more and horse and buggy and boy
were speeding dowu the road.
Ernest had a hard time holding in
He was forced to brace
old Charlie.

Bankrupt's

L, M. TUFTS,

LESTER E.

A.T1IJAI

respectfully

Maine,

P. M.
11-13
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treas.
South Paris, Me., March 17, 190S.

hs.

On this 21st day of March, A. D. 1U08, on readlng the foregoing petition. It InOrdered by the Court, That a hearing l>e bad
upon the same on the loth day of April, A. D.
1908, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
tnd show cause, If any thev have, why the prayer of said petitioner snouM not be granted.
And it Is further ordered by the Court, Thit
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said |>ctltton and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the Jlstday of March,
V D 1008
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMBS Ε HEWEY, Clerk.

KEITH, late of Canton, deceased;
H. Allen or some other suitappointed administrator presentsister.

GRACE A. OLDHAM, late of Dlxfleld, de
ceased; flret accourt presented for allowance by
Charles L. Oldham, administrator.

CHARLOTTE E. FISHER, late of Oxford,
deceased; petition for license to sell and convey
real estate presented by Sarah W. Wellington,

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Lowest Prices in Oxford City.

[L.'s.J

executrix.

HARRIET C. PULSIKER, late of Paris, deceased ; ilret account presented for allowance by
James S. Wright, executor.

NORWAY, MAINE.

A LOW PRICE

LOUISA EMERY HOLMES, late of BuckHeld, deceased ; account presented for allowance
by Hiram 8. Blsbee, administrator.
ALBERT M. BROWN, of Mason, word; llnal
account piesented for allowance by J. Hasting»
Bean, guardian.
ADDISON E. HERR1CK,.Judge of said Court.
\ true copy—Attest:

—

nUTICJS.
The subscribers hereby (five notice that they
have been duly appointed executor· of the last
trill ami testament of
JOHN C. DEARBORN, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonde as the law direct*.
demande against tho estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indented thereto are requested to make

to close out

ON

—

Carpets

Wool

ALBERT t>. PARK, Reenter.

....

Oil-i patterns and clean

tprcial

Scicntific Hmericatt.

up stock.

HENKYIE. COOLIDHE.
D
WILSOÎÏ
Ν DEARBORN.

17th, 1908.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. iMettt dreulatlc η of any scientific Journal. Term·. |.i a
newsdealers.
year; four months, (1. Bold byall
* Broadway.

Chas. F,' Ridlon,

NOTICE.

Tho subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
ELIZA H. MOORE, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Mar. 17th, 1908.

volunteer tire brigade was organized
country store from which Ernest
There were several
had telephoned.
produce wagons in front of the store,
and into these they all scrambled, armed with empty buckets furnished by
the proprietor. Then they tore ulong
the road to the Howard place, Ernest
and old Charlie dashing in front
They were Just In time. The house
was almost bidden in smoke, and occasionally α tongue of flame would dart
out from some unexpected place. The
bucket brigade formed a Hue from the
house to the well, and the work of resin tbe

■■Wa
9

I

I

I
Β

I

I

NOTICE.

ton Star.

Lasting.

"Your suggestion," said a depositor
to the bank receiver, "offers very cold
It Is a bachelor's comfortcomfort.
that is to say, no comfort at all.
"
'What,' said a bachelor to a Benedict, 'only married a year aud already
so

blue?'

'Ah, but,' groaned the Benedict, Ί
imagined that a wife would
prove so expensive.'

η

to hear from

A

ted—
I

hiving

owner

I

FARM

GOOD

Not particular nliout location.
for kaIc.
Please give price ami ·|ρβο-|ρΐ1οη, and rca«on for flellliiK. State when posin:-»loii ran
Ih; Iiml. Will 'leal with owner* onl". |n j;
L. Parhyehire, Box !H4. KoHieeter, Ν Y.

I

Η
I
■

I

()UK

KILLthe COUCH

»nd

town.
AII such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perfect
lists of their po:i4 and all their estates, retl and
personal, not by law exempt from taxation,
which they were possessed of, or which they
held as guardian, executor, administrator, tru«
tee or ctherwlse. on the flrst day of April, 19itf,
and be prepared to make oath to the truth of
the same.
When estates of persons deceased have been
divided durlntr the past year, or lave changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator or other persons Interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of su<-h change, and In
default of Huch notice will l>e helil under the law
to pay the tax as,we»e<l although such estate ha*
been who ly distributed and paid over.
Any person who ncglrcts to comply with this
notice will be doomed to a tax according to the
law· of the Stale and be barred of the right to
make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he offers such list with hlsappllcjtlon ami
satisfies them that he was unable to offer It at
the time hereby appointed.
ADNEY R. TCELL,
)
FRANK A. FA KIM R.
J Assessors.
1213
CHARLES W. BOW Κ EH,

CURE

the

is tLo choice of every girl who lias
taated it. The reason is simple: pure, high-grade materials.

LUNC8

Dr.

FORC8lds8

J. H. Fletob or,
Confectioner, Norway, Me.

Opp. Elm Houeo.
NOTICE.

TOW» OF PARIS.
Kvery owner or keeper of a dog

ΛΛ

more than
ili-t
foui mor Un uM, «ha'I annuall;-, before tin·
lav of Λ iirll, rail κ· it to bu registered, numlx-r
In tl.·
eil. (leectlbcil ami licence! for one year.
tl»
olUre of Ihe town clerk In the town where
around It « m rk a
•lo^r Is kept, ami eMail keep
collar <11-tln. ily marked with the owner'» name.1
Whoever keep·»
ami ltH registered number.
dog contrary to the foregoing provision»
forfeit tea dollars, one-half of which shall go to
to the treasury of
any complainant ami one half
the town ami all ilogi not license·) aci orllng to
law shall forthwith tie kill·;·!.
W J. WIIKKLKR, Town Clerk.
12-13
I'ails, March 3, lu*.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY

OS MONET REFUNDED.

For Rent.
Offices or small store to rent in the
Davis Block, South Paris.

Inquire

DeWltt's ® Salvo
For Piles, Burns,

51 tf

DELICIOUS CON FECTION ΕΚ V

ever

King's
Naw Discovery
w,th

J

MEYSHONEMAR

at

South Paris Savings Bank.

Cures Coldsi Prevents Pneumonia

PHENOMENAL SALE
We

tears popped out of his eyes.
Just then a shout broke from the
workers.
"Here coir es the engine!" cried some
one as α cloud of dust came sweeping
■p the road, and, sure enough, there it
was, and riding ueck to neck with the
powerful horses were Ernest's three
big brothers on their wheels, and not
far behind in another cloud of dust
tire chief, driving Sister
came the

Ethel, and Ernest was hugged aud
made mu';b of. and—well. It is nice in
case of fire or some accident to have
your own people about you.—Washing-

MAINE.

NORWAY,

The Assessors of the Town of Paris hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation In
said town, that they will lie In session at Assessor*' ofllce In said town, on the tlrst av of April
at nine o'clock, A. M., for the purpose'of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable In sa'd

his well kuee against tbe dashboard
of the buggy and pull with all his
strength to keep from another tumble
down the hill, but be reached his destination at last, and a hurry call for
the engine was sent to town. Then a

New York
£ C0.3®
MUNN
Branch Office. 636 Κ SL, Washington, D. C.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NOTICE.
The subscrfljer hereby gives notice that she
has lieen duly appointed executilx of the
will of
AUGUSTUS N. FRENCH, late of Norway.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons having demands against the estate of sa'.d
deceased are desired to tire sent the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
NELLIE E. FRENCH.
Mar. 17th, 1908
ΑββΕββΟΒβ'

Copyrights 4c.

Anyone pending η sketch and deacrlntlon may
whether an
qtilcklv ascertain our opinion freeCommunie·,
Invention la probably patentable.
tlonss rictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
sent frpe. oldest niteney for necuring patenu.
Patenta taken through Munn Λ Co. receive
notice, without charge. Id the

payment Immediately
Mar.

JIKKTISIi.

Notice is hereby given that the
annual meeting of the stockholders
of the People's Water Company, for
the election of officers for the ensuing
year will be held at the office of the
Treasurer in South Paris on Saturday, April 4, 190S, at five o'clock,

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

petition that Heber

Larrabec, a

People's Water Company.

H. PACKARD, of BuckfleU, In the
Γ County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
in eal<l District,
represent*, that
on the 5th day of October, last past, he was
under
the Arts of
bankrupt,
duly adjudged
Congres· relating to Bankruptcy; that lie has
duly surrendered all his property ami rights of
property, and ha* fully compiled with all the
requirements of nai l Acts and of the orders of
Court touching hi* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by the Court to have a full discharge froin
all debt· provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Act en opt such debts as are executed by law rrom such discharge.
Dated this lfith dar of March, A. D. l'JOS.
GEORGE 11. PACKARD, Bankrupt.
District ok

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

of Maine:

therein named.

able person be
ed by Lillian W.

)

[in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the DUtrlct Court of the United .States for the District

G1EOROE

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ser-

Petition for Discharge.

In tbe matter of
GEORGE H. PACKARD,

Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

with

books and games.
PROBATE NOTICE».
At length he threw himself down on To «11 persons Interested In either of tbe E»tau>
hereinafter named :
a comfortable lounge, and before he
At a Probate Court, hel'l at Parla, In and
knew It he was asleep.
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tueedt.y of
Lord one thousand
Wbon he awoke there was a strange March, In tbe year cf our The
following matter
nine hundred and eight.
stilling odor in the room, and Ernest having liecn presented for the action thereupon
:
could scarcely see his band through the hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ordkbxu In
That notice thereof be given to all person»
clouds of smoke.
tereeted, by causing a copy of this order to be
As fast as his lame knee could carry published three weeks successively In the Oxfont Democrat, a newspaper published at 8011th
him he got out of the room and Into Parle, In said County,
that they may appear at a
around.
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on
the air. There was not a soul
third Tuesday of April, Α. D. 1908. at 9
the
Everybody seemed to be taking a holi- of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereday. His mother and father were visit- on If they see cause.
ing friends in the north; his big sister.
CHARLES J. CHENEY, late of Rumford, dethereof preEthel, who was keeping house in their ceased; will and petition for probate
sented by George F. Cheney, the executor therethe
and
absence, had gone to town,
in named.
older boys were off on a long bicycle
ORIN W. ELLINGWOOD, late of Oxfon', detrip. The servants were never there ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof
on a Saturday afternoon, and as Er- presented by Nellie R. Elllngwood, the executrix
named.
nest.
thoroughly frightened, stood therein
LUCY A. HARNDEN, late of Denmark, dewatching the house he noticed little
will and petition for probate thereof
puffs of smoke coming from the cellar ceased;
presented by Minnehaha f. Harnden, the execand knew that unless he gave the utrix therein mimed.
alarm at once all hope of saving the
GILBERT P. ABBOTT, late of Paris, deold home would be lost.
ceased; will and codicil thereto presented for
E. Abbott, the executrix
The nearest telephone was two miles probate by Fannie

Mouldings ίί,

&

Stevens.

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health. They
are the "family physician," the great
about the place, feeling prethousehold remedy in thousands of |
Norway· Me.
on this special half holiday
homes—always handy—always safe—alwhen all of his companions
At the I ^Thirty -five years of successful
ways reliable and efficacious.
out pleasuring, and be was
vice to depositors.
Store, 35c.

yiuuro

from Point Barrow to Bongao.
The fur clad Esquimau will be there
with hie reindeer, and the skin clad
Filipino will be present witb hie carabao.
The nipa hut and the igloo will be built
side by side and the occupants thereof
will swap blubber aud betel nut. Igorrote and the Siwash, the jungle and thu
glacier will fraternize. As a matter of
fact, whatever the allegations, the Seattle
show, like all of its kind, will be flrst
and foremost a boom for Seattle.

An Invaluable

Hampden Corner, Me.,

the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exposition or
for the benefit of said exposition or for
any of thu purposes thereof, and shall
not appropriate for any purpose whatsoever in connection with said exposition
any sum of money other thau that provided in this act."
This is good only as far as it goes.
While it furnishes an excellent reason
for refusing any further appropriation,
it does not absolutely prevent the passage by some later congress of a Seattle
exposition relief bill.
In theory the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
exposition of 1909 is to be a general
roundup of all the products and resources and people of all the American territory located in the immediate vicinity of
It is to embrace
the Pacific ocean.
everything and everybody from the Arc-

HAM.

in which you
It keeps the
mouth fresh and sweet and prevents that

soars.

B.

WITH

baby's
Always
every morning with water
have put a pinch of borax.

GIVEN UP TO DIE.
1204 N. Virginia St., Evansville, Iud., writes: "For over five years I
was troubled with kidney and bladder
affections which caused me much pain
and worry. I lost flesh and was all run
down, and a year ago had to abandon
work entirely. 1 had three of the best
physicians who did me no good and 1
Foley's
was practically given up to die.
Kidney cure was recommended and the
first bottle gave me great relief, and
after taking the second bottle I was entirely cured." Why not let it help you?
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat, For sale
by all druggists.
South Paris, Maine.
NEWTHE
to
card
a
add
s
on
and
re.*
name
Your
postal
Mabel—Are your thoughts true to
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will Tom?
Whenever another
Edith—O, yes.
bring you a free sampta copy.
man kisses me I try to think it is Tom
who's kissing.

r:>nV« ii!'s'nxtion is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildD. C Itjs located in the
inir. υ. S. Department <■ f Agriculture, Washington,
The Government also
ki ca.t 01 t»ij City ύ.ι:ϊ is covered with Paroid Roofing.
* f-,r
I....,,..
st-.hHs, barracks, warehouses, etc. It uses Paroid bccause it
k
finds nothing its equal.
; ïs!
roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warePar ! Î3
hous-s, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and doee not run in summer.^
What is good for the Government will be good foryou. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send ι 2 uni sump for book of ap-io-date poultry «ad farm boikHng plana,

THIRTY-

A New Dish.
BBEAD.
FBIED
The Rev. Mr. Freuder, of Philadelphia,
Cut thick elices of white bread; dip
them in milk, then in egg, then in sugar. tells this story on himself. Some time
Fry until a good brown. Sprinkle with ago he was invited to dine at the house
her
powdered sugar and cinnamon and serve. of a friend, whose wife went intoIncicue went on quickly.
kitchen to give some final orders.
He was feeling very tired, and his
CUOCOLATE BICE PUDDING.
dentally she added to the servant, "We weuk knee
began to throb painfully,
Make a custard of two cups of milk, are to have a Jewish rabbi for dinner
one half cup of eugar, a generous pinch to-day."
For a moment the maid sur- and there was a queer lump in his
of salt, four eggs blended but not baaten veyed her mistress in grim silence. Tben throat that shouldn't have been there.
too stiff, one-half teaspoon of vanilla, she
spoke with decision: "AU I have to It is rather strange to see tire coming
for out of
one and one-half cups of cooked rice and
eay is, if you have a Jewish rabbi
your house and to have all your
four tablespoons of grated chocolate. dinner you'll cook it yourself."
people away and—und all that. The
Bake in a pudding dish until firm, not
lump grew greater and greater. Then
Failed to Relieve.
cream.—
hard. Serve with whipped
as the smoke cleared away and he
Good Housekeeping.
the
On
mighty deep.
saw the dear old home standing Arm
The great ocean liner rolled and pitchMothers' Column.
and stanch through it all he laid his
ed.
faltered the young bride, head down by the gatepost and the
mouth and gums
wash

ι

Tribune

IB

How Errçest

OLD—ITS GREAT COST.

remarked
"Three hundred dollars,"
the minister with some hesitation.
The next time you have a boiled ham,
"I do not blame you for goin'," retry cutting some of it in thin, small bits, marked the deacon, who had been a
and creaming, just like dried beef. This
worldly man in his time, "but you should
is a dish our English cousins are fond
be more exact in your language. That
of, and, with baked potatoes, makes an isn't a 'call', it's a 'raise."1
excellent luncheon.

Key to th· Puzzler.
2. Lid. 3.
Ne. 64.—Diamond: 1 S
G. Ice.
5. Fence.
4. Slleuce.
Solid.
7. E.
No. G5.—Greek Cross:

ο

CAKE

CUBA M EU

Lampoon.

Β

The New-York

UNITED STATES

FIVE YEARS

of grauulated sugar, four
The Deacon was Right.
tablespoons of cocoa, two tablespoons of
milk or water. Boil until it drops thickA minister of the gospel one Sabbath
ly from the spoon, then tost in cold announced to his Hock that he would
If it forms a sott ball, remove have to leave them ae he was called to
water.
from tire at once, net in cold water and another field.
stir until smooth and thick enough to
"How much more salary do you exspread. Put on before cake is entirely pect to get there than here?" asked one
cold, if possible.
of the deacone.

Real Stoodent.
She—Why do you always yet behlud
In your courses?
lie—So I can pursue them.—Harvard

β

sugar,

One cup

A

r

milk, one cup of
one-quarter cup of

eour

COCOA

ters from charm.
8. A cousonaut and a verb.
9. A part of sally, a deep breath and
an exclamation.
10.—Often used by busiuess firms aud
two letters from spring.

a

CAKE.

Sift together one-half cup of granulated sugar, two cups of flour, four teaspoons of baking powder and one quarter
teaspoon of salt. Into this rub lightly
wiiii tne lingers one-tmru cup oi ouuer,
Grease the bakingor butter and lard.
pau and dredge lightly with Hour, shakTo tbe dry ining out the surplus.
gredients add one cup of water or milk,
one teaspoon of vanilla, one-quarter teaspoon of almond. Stir together until
well mixed, then beat until it begins to
thicken and look smooth. Pour at once
into a baking pan and bake in a moderate
oven.
It may need to be put on the top
grate a few minutes. If mixed exactly
by the directions and the oven is right,
you will have po failures. This may be
made into a chocolate cake by adding
two or three tablespoons of cocoa, in
which cat>e use white frosting.

No. 80.—Vegetables Defined.
1. Skill appliod to certain actions, a
personal pronoun anil to strangle.
2. Of equal value and to eut off.
3. A means of conveyance and to de-

2.

of

MILK

use for drop cakes, scant the shortening
and round one cup of the flour.

No. 79.—Double Acrostic.
(Words of unequal length.)
FiPrimais uame a city iu China.
nals name a city in Eugland.
1. Having the Qualities of a surly
dog. 2. In addition. 3. A part of
speech. 4. To step upou. 5. To excel
β. An article of table furnishing.

Winders

them.

1.

butter, two cups of flour and one cup of
raisins or currants (if latter, use onequarter teaspoon of mace for flavor). To

class.

1.

cup

j granulated

No. 00.—Beheaded Khyme: Chat, hat;
itf chatter, hatter; code, nle; cheap, heap:
haste; charm,
cheat, beat; chaste,
RlotLards, harm; chide, hide; sale. tale.
No. 07.— Double Diagonal: Heats,
see

GINGERBREAD NO

THE

IN

Habit

One-half cup of sugar, une-half of mo· Nashville, Omaha, Buffalo, Charleston,
up. 5. A vowel.
St. Louis and Jameslasses, oue-half of shortening, one and Portland, (Oregon),
three-fourths cups of Hour, one teaspoon town, it ie difficult though not impossible
No. 76.—Endless Chain.
and
of cinnamon, one-quarter teaspoon each to refuse tbe application of Seattle,
All the words described contain the'
to
difficult
reject
of ginger and salt, one eighth teaspoon perhaps equally
To form the
same number of letters.
in
the
years to
of nutmeg, one teaspoon of soda and other applications
second word take the last two letters three-fourths cup of boiling water. Bake come. In so far as Seattle's request is
limited to a government display it is
of the tiret word, to form the third in moderate oven.
reasonable.
perhaps
take the last two letters of the second,
HOT-WATER GINGERBREAD NO. 2.
At all our fairs and expositions the
and so on.
One-half cup of molasses, one-quarter federal exhibits have beeu among tbe
1. A couple. 2. A hard substance. 3
cup of shortening, one level teaspoon of strongest attractions and their educa5.
Instrument.
musical
4.
A
Solely.
soda, one cup of Hour, spices as in No. 1, tional value to the people is beyond estiTrue. <5. Besides. 7. To fly aloft. 8 and a scant half cup of
boiling water. mate. The government exhibits at these
10.
A host of soldiers. 1). A legeud.
Bake in a moderate oven.
places bave been of high order and un12.
11. Filled with dread.
To melt.
questionable benefit. The objections to
COFFEE CAKE.
such appropriations are practically reKim.
Four cups of flour, one cup of butter moved if the expenditure can be held
(or half lard or beef drippings), one cup down to the original sum and the money
No. 77.—Riddle.
each of coffee, molasses,
sugar, and used only for the official exhibit. A
Of eilk or wool 1 may be mado
seeded, chopped and well-floured raisins, fair shot is made in that direction in the
Or else of wood by men of trade,
one teaspoon of soda dissolved in a little Seattle bill
by the inclusion of a proviSometimes with metals rich Inlaid.
warm water, one-half teaspoon of salt, sion that:
two teaspoons of cinnamon and one-half
1 add a gift or grace, they say.
"The United States shall not in any
As If transferred from one away
teaspoon of cloves. Bake about an hour mauner or under any circumstances
Who left the gift or grace to stay
in a moderate oven.
make any loan, directly or indirectly, to

Timekeepers.

call and

WATER

one

x

Bargains.

Winders and Stem

CREAM.

Two quarts of

Address for free

Χ". Smith

1

a

This calls for three cups of flour, one
cup each of milk, molasses, suet finely
chopped, raisins seeded and cut in half,
and currants; one teaspoon each of salt,
Proceed in uny direction without soda, cloves and cinnamon; the fruit to
masand
be added last and well lloured. Steam
spell eighteen
skipping letter»
at least three hours and eerve with hard
culine names.—Spokesman-Review.
sauce.

new

Billings Block,

A. W. WALKER & SON,
CHANDLER,

and

F. A.

General Line Fan Mactiinery.

SUET PUDDING.

TIAiHIKE

Family Rotary

Sulky Plows.

11. W.

Before

SEWISft

Harrows,

Disk

IS

KING."
—

PUDDING.

One full cup of dried bread crumbs,
buttered crumbs if convenient, one and
one-half cups of milk or water, one-third
cup of sugar, one-half saltspoon of salt,
two tablespoons of cocoa or grated chocolate, and one egg beaten light (or a
half will do.) It will expedite matters if
you have a cup and a half of cocoa or
chocolate left over from the day before.
If not, cook milk, sugar and chocalate
together and cool. Butter five or six
custard cups. Mix the crumbs with the
cooled chocolate and egg and salt. Fill
the cups two-thirds full and eet them
covered in a pan of boiling water in the
oven for twenty minutes or until set.
flavored
Serve with sweetened and
whipped cream or caramel sauce. This
may be made without egg.

robust health.
«I by alt I'rujjgists. Price .jje, 51* and fi.uu.
Write tor I'rce booklet,
"ÇJkthirtH amU tktir

Cylinder

BREAD

CHOCOLATE

WHITE

PUDDING.

Mix

S<j

Gasoline

FRUIT

GRAHAM

together and sift one level tea2. When sliver Is at par Is there any spoon of soda, one of cinnamon, and one·
balf teaspoon of cloves with two cupe of
reason to be worried about finance?
Into the mixture stir
3. The cosmos, cowslip. Canterbury graham dour.
one-half cup of molasses, one cup of
bell and geranium are her favorites.
sweet milk (though water will do) and
one cup of seeded and floured raisins.
Names.
No. 74-—Jumbled
Steam in covered baking powder cans
about one hour if balf pound tins are
used, two hours for pound tins. Fill
about two-thirds full. Any good sauce
that is not too rich may be used.

—

a

Economical Recipes.

The Exposition

are now

Selling the Celebrated

COOPER REMEDIES
in Immense

Quantities.

PARIS IS LARGER THAN
WE CLAIM THAT THE SALE OF THEM IN SOUTH
WE
INTRODUCED IN THIS CITY.
ANY OTHER PROPRIETORY MEDICINE EVER
OF THESE PREPARATIONS D MLY
ARE RECEIVING WONDERFUL ENDORSEMENTS
FROM US.
FROM PEOPLE WHO HAVE PURCHASED THEM

A CASE WHERE
UNHESITATINGLY SAY THAT WE HAVE YET TO SEE
THEY HAVE NOT GIVEN COMPLETE SATISFACTION.
WE

"

never

"The bachelor patted the blue married man on the back In a consolatory
way.

"'Yes,' he said, 'a wife is an expenBut then
sive article, that Is true.
you must remember that she lasts a
"
very long time.'
Aristocracy.

What subsists today by violence
continues tomorrow by acquiescence
nnd is perpetuated by tradition till at
last the hoary abuse shakes the gray
hairs of antiquity at us and gives itself
out as the wisdom of ages. Thus the
clearest dictates of reason are made
to yield to a long succession of folllea.
And this is the foundation of the
aristocratic system at the present day.
Its stronghold, with all those not Immediately Interested in it, Is the reverence of antiquity.—Edward Everett
Conundrum·.
Wlint is that which goes from Boston to New York without moving? The

tracks.
Wh it is a good thing to part with?
A co:.:b.
What kind of robbery ie not danger
ou·? A "safe" robbery.

TROUBLE AND RHEUMATISM WHO
TO ALL WHO SUFFER FROM STOMACH
IN EXPLAINING THE NATURE AND
WILL CALL ON US WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE

FORMULAE.
REMARKABLE EFFECT OF THESE NEW MEDICINAL

We Sell Them

as

Follows:

Cooper's New Discovery, $1.00 per bottle, six
for $5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief, 50c per bottle.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
IfOTICE·
that he has
The subscriber hereby give· notice
of the
Men duly appointed administrator
Sfttate of
PBI8CILLA 8. G ROVER, late of DlxHeld,
and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
tonds as the law directe. AU person· having
are
deceased
said
of
estate
the
lemands against
and
leaired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payare
thereto
requested
ill Indebted
Bent Immediately.
JOHN T. GBOV1B.
Mar. 17th, 1MB.

ί

j

NOTICE.
NOTICE.
The eubucrlber h-reby give» notice that (he
give* notice that she
a<lmlntxtratrlx of the has l>een <luly appointed executrix of the laat

The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed

estate of
UEORGK B. STANDLEY, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and (firen
bonds as the Uw directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make
parment Immediately.
BUTH K. STANDLEY.
Mar. 17tilt 1908.

will and lentement of
CIIARLOTTK K. FISHER, late of Oxford.
In the Cour.ty of Oxford, deceaaed. Allpcnton»
havlnar demand* agalnut the < -tate of «aid le
eeiiacd are tesired to present the same for eettlcment, and nil Indebted thereto are requested to
make parlent Immediately.
SARAH W. WELLINGTON.
Mar. lTth, Ιβοβ.

